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Abstract
Microtask marketplaces provide shortcuts for automating tasks that are otherwise in-
tractable for computers. Creative tasks fall squarely within this definition, and microtask
marketplaces have been heavily leveraged to this end [6, 17, 31, 35, 38, 39, 46, 33]. Brain-
storming is often an implicit component of these solutions. This thesis provides the first
foundational study of brainstorming in microtask marketplaces, aimed at solving the open
problems in brainstorming task design to make this process more accessible and effective.
This is achieved by establishing techniques for coding brainstorming data at scale, models
for quantifying desirable outcomes of brainstorming, and a qualitative deconstruction of
brainstorming strategies employed in this environment.
Idea forests are introduced as a data structure to enable the disambiguation of ideas in
large corpuses, providing natural measures of two metrics of primary interest in brainstorm-
ing research: quantity and novelty. They are constructed via a tree-traversal algorithm,
restricting the subset of the corpus which the coder must be aware of when making deci-
sions. A simulation approach is introduced to assess the validity of hypothesis outcomes
derived from idea forest metrics.
The introduction of idea forests enables the core contribution of this thesis, a set of
quantitative models for brainstorming outcomes. This thesis extracts several actionable
conclusions from the parameters of these models: the rate of unique idea generation is sub-
ject to decay over time; individuals have a significant effect on the rate of idea generation,
with productive workers generating dozens more unique ideas; and individuals generate
their most novel ideas late in a brainstorming session, after the first 18 responses. Fur-
thermore, a replication of findings by Nijstad and Stroebe [47] is conducted, finding that
workers take more time to generate ideas when changing semantic categories and are more
likely to remain within a category than expected by chance.
Finally, a taxonomy of strategies employed by brainstormers is presented. In particular,
this thesis discusses the phenomena of scoping brainstorming problems, providing partial
solutions, and riffing on previous solutions.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This thesis serves as a foundational study of the fundamental properties of brainstorming
in microtask marketplaces. Already, researchers and practitioners are using microtask
marketplaces to solve problems requiring creativity. However, despite this natural fit of
problem domain and platform, prior work has yet to produce design guidelines and best
practices for crowd idea generation tasks. This thesis addresses some of the most basic
questions of brainstorming task design for microtask marketplaces:
• How many ideas should be requested from each worker?
• How many workers should be asked for ideas?
• What is the evaluation criteria for responses?
• How do workers brainstorm differently in microtask marketplaces than other envi-
ronments?
These questions are addressed across three major contributions to this thesis:
1. Evaluation criteria are provided in the creation of a data structure, the idea for-
est, which enables quantifying brainstorming outputs at scales enabled by microtask
marketplaces.
2. The brainstorming outcomes of quantity and novelty are modeled to derive guidelines
for selecting workers and quantities of work.
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3. Brainstormers responses’ are qualitatively examined to understand what processes
they apply in this environment.
In this chapter, I will motivate this thesis, enumerate its contributions, and provide an
overview of thesis structure.
1.1 Motivation
Crowdsourcing is an increasingly popular solution to problems that are difficult to auto-
mate. One of the more popular domains for crowdsourcing is microtask marketplaces, web
marketplaces such as Amazon’s Mechanical Turk 1 where individuals can accept small tasks
for monetary reward. Researchers and practitioners have utilized microtask marketplaces
for article or review writing [6, 17, 31, 35, 38, 39], design [46], art [33], image or language
recognition [64, 48, 39], and human subjects experiments [32], to name a few. Writing,
design and art are particularly appealing crowdsourcing tasks because they leverage human
intelligence for creativity, a domain which is as of yet impossible to explore without human
input.
For example, Zhang et al. [72] leveraged human creativity in their Mobi system to
generate ideas for activities to be enjoyed on a vacation. Mobi’s use of individuals to
generate lists of activities is an example of a wider trend. Often, a prerequisite to creative
work in crowd environments is idea generation, the process of developing ideas in response
to a specific prompt. In Mobi, crowd workers must generate ideas that meet a prompt
containing the constraints of a vacation. As another example, Nickerson and Sakamoto
[46] asked crowd workers to mix designs for chairs — a prerequisite of this design process
was having workers generate their initial designs.
Brainstorming is a classic solution the problem of idea generation. Brainstorming was
introduced by Osborn in 1957 [49] and is primarily defined by the principle of deferred
judgment: ideas should not be subject to evaluation during the generation phase, but
instead be used as prompts for further generation. In popular culture, brainstorming is
often presented as an explicitly group process, but the principles of brainstorming can be
equally applied individually. The process of individual ideation following the principles of
brainstorming is known as nominal brainstorming. Nominal brainstorming has been found
to perform better than group brainstorming [62, 55], and to not be subject to many of the
problematic social pressures of group brainstorming [45, 47, 28].
1http://www.mturk.com
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Nominal brainstorming is a natural fit to the problems of idea generation in micro-
task marketplaces. In particular, it describes individual ideation separated temporally
and spatially; in the microtask marketplace environment, participants work on their own
schedules and cannot easily communicate. Little et al. [40] were the first to explicitly con-
sider brainstorming in the context of microtask marketplaces, and found that a nominal
brainstorming process (referred to in their work as iterative) produced the highest qual-
ity responses. Furthermore, many idea generation steps in crowdsourced systems already
implicitly support the core brainstorming principle of deferred judgment. For example, in
Mobi ideas are voted on after generation, and Little et al. have an explicit evaluation step
later in their brainstorming workflow.
Despite the application of brainstorming principles, there has been no study of the fun-
damental properties of brainstorming in microtask marketplaces. For example, generally
idea generation tasks ask for an arbitrary number of responses, without considering how
this affects outcomes of interest. Furthermore, while quantitative models of brainstorming
exist for traditional brainstorming processes, these models are not easily applied in the
context of a microtask marketplace. First, most of these models [10, 27, 47] emphasize the
social nature of traditional group brainstorming, and aim to disambiguate social factors.
Second, there are qualitative differences in the environment provided by a microtask mar-
ketplace, including variance of effort evidence between workers [6], the factor of monetary
compensation that may lead to gaming of the system [32], the lack of spatial and temporal
co-location, and the ability to economically collect ideas at massive scale. Models and
baselines of brainstorming performance in microtask marketplaces are a first step towards
creating systems that maximize creative output in the idea generation phases of creative
task solving.
It is important to state plainly what my expectations are for brainstorming in microtask
marketplaces. Obviously, crowd brainstormers are not expected to generate useful ideas
for the purposes of curing diseases or proving P 6= NP . However, there are many tasks
for which it can be expected that members of crowdsourcing communities have sufficient
expertise. For example, participants could provide design feedback for a system that they
can be expected to be familiar with; one of the questions used to establish a data set for
this thesis asked workers on Mechanical Turk to brainstorm features and functionality for
a mobile companion app. Similarly, crowds can be expected to have sufficient expertise to
consider problems that people face in their everyday lives regarding products, problems,
social situations, and so on. Ultimately, I see crowd brainstorming being deployed in two
avenues: by individuals seeking to solve everyday problems, and by organizations looking
to leverage the general wisdom of the crowd to provide better goods or services. Interest
in the former scenario is demonstrated by advice requesting on websites such as Yahoo
3
Answers2, and interest in the latter by the omnipresent feedback and survey requests on
organization websites.
Researchers, as previously established, already make use of microtask marketplaces
in a brainstorming context [32, 39, 35, 72]. Models of brainstorming behaviour would
benefit researchers, by providing rules of thumb for maximizing brainstorming outputs as
components of larger creativity workflows, and a framework for comparing future designs
and interventions. These benefits are not only applicable to HCI and design communities.
For example, an understanding of how crowdsourced nominal brainstorming compares to
oﬄine brainstorming could allow social science practitioners to make use of microtask
marketplaces for expedited studies, similar to the contributions of Kittur et al. [32] in
replicating HCI studies on Mechanical Turk.
Practitioners also stand to gain from improved understanding of brainstorming in micro-
task marketplaces. Businesses and individuals that rely on these marketplaces to perform
automated creativity tasks are benefited by models that allow them to optimize brainstorm-
ing tasks for certain outcomes. For example, practitioners may wish to generate a large
volume or ideas, generate more original ideas, generate in-depth or broad ideas, or predict
abilities of a potential worker before soliciting the majority of a large and expensive body
of work. In an ideal world, it would be possible for practitioners to provide a question,
a budget, and perhaps a few evaluation criteria, and an algorithm would automatically
generate tasks, solicit workers, and combine their responses ordered by quality.
Microtask marketplaces are already being used for creative work and brainstorming
in research and business. Crowd workers are already engaging in creative work on these
platforms. Best practices for comparison of brainstorming strategies, maximization of
brainstorming outcomes, and design of brainstorming tasks are as of yet undefined. This
work provides a first step towards filling this hole in our ability as a community to effectively
apply mass human resources to idea generation.
1.2 Thesis statement
This thesis addresses the lack of foundational knowledge of brainstorming in microtask
marketplaces. Earlier in this chapter I identified the design problems of choosing the
number of workers, choosing the number of responses, creating evaluation criteria, and un-
derstanding how workers brainstormed. This thesis tackles these problems as they manifest
in the following research questions:
2http://answers.yahoo.com
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1. How can brainstorming responses gathered at large scale in a microtask marketplace
be coded and organized?
2. What are accurate models for outcomes of interest in creative work, particularly rate
of unique idea generation and the novelty of ideas?
3. How much do individuals vary in the rate at which they produce new ideas?
4. When do individuals generate their most novel ideas?
5. Are the performance and properties of brainstorming in a microtask marketplace
comparable to traditional brainstorming?
6. How do individuals brainstorm in a microtask marketplace; what strategies do they
employ to generate ideas?
1.2.1 Contributions
In this thesis, I make several contributions:
Models of microtask marketplace brainstorming. Two primary outcomes of in-
terest for idea generation tasks are the quantity of unique ideas and the novelty of those
ideas. Three models of the rate of idea generation are introduced. The first of these models
verifies that participants generate ideas non-linearly; they decay over time. The second
rate model encodes this finding to better describe the real-world idea generation process.
The final rate model leverages the increased descriptiveness of the second model to show
that participants have a significant effect on brainstorming outcomes, with productive par-
ticipants generating dozens more unique ideas. Another model describes how the novelty
of ideas changes over the course of a brainstorming session, and is applied to empirically
derive the point at which workers begin to produce their most novel ideas: after the first
18 responses.
Taxonomy of brainstorming strategies. Not all responses to a brainstorming
prompt are equal. This thesis presents a taxonomy of brainstorming strategies that result
in qualitatively different kinds of responses. Three kinds of strategies are identified. Prob-
lem scoping strategies transform a brainstorming prompt into one that is easier to generate
ideas for, such that the ideas still solve the original prompt. Riffing strategies manipu-
late or combine previous responses to generate new responses. Partial solutions provide
information that may be useful, but does not fully specify a solution to the brainstorming
problem. Strategies present an alternative angle for understanding brainstorming. For
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example, problem scoping strategies are particularly common, suggesting that participants
rarely leverage all the details of a problem in their solution, which may impact solution
quality. Strategies could also act as potentially easy-to-detect signs of behaviour to prompt
interventions in online brainstorming tasks.
Methodology for microtask brainstorming at scale. A formative study of creative
tasks in a new environment requires collection of data at scale. This presents unique
collection, coding, and verification challenges. Idea forests are introduced as a structure
for encoding hierarchical generalization relationships between ideas. An algorithm for
producing idea forests in a semi-automated fashion is presented, as well as a supporting
tool for human coders. Constraints on the properties of idea forests are defined, and a
novel simulation-based approach to validation of these constraints is introduced. Finally,
this methodology is grounded in the existence of a 10,000-response corpus of brainstorming
responses collected for the purposes of this thesis.
Replication. The SIAM model of brainstorming activity by Nijstad and Stroebe
[47] makes predictions regarding the impact of category switching on the time it takes an
individual to generate ideas. These predictions are tested and found to hold in the context
of microtask market brainstorming. This provides preliminary evidence that the process of
nominal brainstorming in an online environment performs similarly to traditional nominal
brainstorming.
1.3 Organization
Chapter 2 of this thesis is a survey of prior work in the domains of information retrieval
and machine learning, brainstorming, crowdsourcing and crowd creativity.
Chapter 3 describes the study conducted to collect a corpus of brainstorming responses.
It also introduces quantity and novelty as metrics of interest in brainstorming tasks, and
describes how they are derived from a corpus using a novel organization of brainstorming
data called an idea forest.
Chapter 4 describes the methodological contributions of this work. The process for
constructing an idea forest from a corpus of brainstorming responses is described. Validity
tests are described and the results are given for the gathered corpora.
Chapter 5 includes the specifications for models of rate of idea generation and idea
novelty. It describes the decision-making process in reaching these models definitions,
comparisons between models, and describes the implications of these models in the context
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of crowd brainstorming. It is found that the rate of new ideas decays over time; that workers
are a significant cause of variation, with the most productive workers generating dozens
more unique ideas; and that workers generate their most novel ideas after the first 18
responses.
Chapter 6 describes the qualitative coding process that I used to extract meaning-
ful strategies from the brainstorming corpus. Definitions are given for the brainstorming
strategies, as well as descriptive statistics of their prevalence in one of the data sets gath-
ered. Potential applications for this strategy taxonomy are discussed.
Chapter 7 discusses of the pertinent high-level ambitions for crowd brainstorming re-
search. These goals are addressed in the context of this study in the form of insights gained
which were not explicitly tested in this thesis.
Chapter 8 provides a roadmap of pertinent future work to move towards the goal of
effective idea generation in microtask marketplaces.
Chapter 9 summarizes the above contributions.
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Chapter 2
Related work
2.1 Overview
This chapter provides a summary of prior work on brainstorming and crowd creativity
that is particularly applicable to this work. Brainstorming is introduced as well as the
development of brainstorming in electronic contexts. The problems inherent to measuring
brainstorming, idea disambiguation and creativity scoring, are discussed in the context
of previous solutions. Previous models of brainstorming are briefly described. Finally,
this chapter describes crowdsourcing research and in particular surveys work in which the
crowd is leveraged for creativity.
2.2 Brainstorming
In 1957, Osborn [49] introduced brainstorming, a technique to increase the productivity of
idea generation in groups. In Osborn’s description, brainstorming is a single component
of the larger creative decision making process [28], the goal of which is to generate a list of
ideas that can later be evaluated. This perspective informs the treatment of brainstorming
within this work: brainstorming as a component of larger workflows for solving creative
problems using microtask marketplaces.
Osborn’s technique is defined by four rules of priority and group conduct, facilitated
by a trained mediator (quoted from Isaksen [28]):
1. Criticism is ruled out. Adverse judgments must be withheld until later.
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2. Freewheeling is welcomed. The wilder the idea, the better; it is easier to tame down
than to think up.
3. Quantity is wanted. The greater the number of ideas, the greater likelihood of useful
ideas.
4. Combination and improvement are sought. In addition to contributing ideas of their
own, participants should suggest how the ideas of others can be turned into better
ideas.
These rules take two forms. The first, second, and third rules encourage participants to
defer judgment. Even if an idea is poor, consideration of it may provoke the generation of a
better idea subsequently. The last rule aims to maximize the quantity of ideas generated.
Osborn’s rules are most commonly cited as the central definition of the brainstorming
process. However, Osborn’s definition includes several other measures to improve the
success of brainstorming groups [28]:
• A brainstorming group should be accompanied by a facilitator; participants should
have some expertise in the problem domain; recording should be done by a person
[or technology] distinct from the individuals engaged in brainstorming.
• Individual ideation should be done before a group session as well as after.
• Participants should receive prior training in the brainstorming technique.
In his review of brainstorming research, Isaksen notes that most of these extended
guidelines are not taken in to consideration in studies after Osborne’s own [28]. In the
interest of comparison and compatibility with the qualities of microtask marketplaces, this
work focuses primarily on the four rules as a basis for brainstorming task design.
Zagona et al. [71] identify several kinds of creative problems: those which aim to
explain a phenomena, those which aim to predict future consequences, and those which
aim to invent a new set of conditions which will precipitate some outcome. Zagona also
examines decomposing brainstorming questions along different axes, such as “reality” or
groundedness. In one study [41], the “reality” or groundedness of a question had no effect
on solution outcomes. In another [50], unreal questions generated more ideas. In general,
differences between questions have been found to be a large source of variance in the
quantity of ideas generated. It remains an open research question to identify and extract
the properties of brainstorming questions, and determine to what extent these have a causal
effect on outcomes. While this thesis does not directly address this question, it provides
further evidence for differences in quantity outcomes between brainstorming questions.
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2.3 Brainstorming measures
To model brainstorming outcomes, those outcomes must be quantified. There are two
steps to quantification in most brainstorming work. First, ideas must be disambiguated
so that multiple ideas that refer to the same semantic solution do not contribute to the
overall quantity or quality of a participant or group. Second, each semantic solution may
be evaluated for a metric of interest. Normally, this metric of interest is the creativity of
an idea.
2.3.1 Idea disambiguation
The idea disambiguation problem has been a traditional prerequisite to brainstorming
research. Given a set of natural language responses to a brainstorming prompt, idea
disambiguation is the problem of determining which responses refer to an identical semantic
idea. A simple example of the disambiguation problem is to determine that “paperweight”
and “hold down paper” refer to semantically identical responses to the question “what to
do with my favourite rock”.
Taylor et al. [62] briefly describe a technique in which responses are decomposed into
steps, complete with categories and subcategories thereof, but do not describe how cate-
gories were identified nor the criteria for determining to which category an idea belongs.
Furthermore, the designation of steps only applies to responses which explicitly encode a
plan of action. In Chapter 6, it will be shown that many brainstorming responses do not
provide a plan.
In the Bouchard and Hare experiments [8], ideas were disambiguated by judges. A set
of rules were employed: discard ideas that are too general, discard misunderstandings, and
count lists of examples as single ideas. This technique was also utilized by Gallupe et al.
[22] and Pinsonneault et al. [55]. This technique has several weaknesses. First, because
number of ideas was the only measure of interest, the resulting value is a single scalar for
the total count. It is unclear if the resulting disambiguated set is similar between judges.
Second, the technique does not specify the granularity for disambiguating between ideas.
In the course of this thesis work, I found that granularity needed to be considered as an
explicit property of the coding process to produce agreement between coders.
Diehl and Stroebe [16] apply a technique in which judges linearly examine groups of
ideas and remove any that had been proposed before. This technique and those above
are precluded from application in this thesis by the scale of data collected. Microtask
marketplaces provide explicit advantages of scale, and in this thesis thousands of responses
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are gathered, making it difficult for coders to maintain a mental record of previous ideas
without assistance.
Dennis and Valecich [15] instead coded ideas at a categorical scale. Using their example,
the idea “Professor Jones” would be coded as “faculty”. This coding method throws away
significant information, and further assumes a strictly two-level hierarchy, in which all
categories encompass a similar degree of generality.
2.3.2 Measuring creativity
Creativity is the most desirable measure of interest for a brainstorming task. Zagona et al.
[71] provide an early survey of creativity measures as applied to group creative problem
solving. Among variables contributing to creativity measures are productivity, ingenuity,
novelty, combination, practicality/appropriateness, variety, and quality [19, 59]. These
sub-measures provide a daunting number of ingredients from which to mix a creativity
cocktail for any single work.
Further complicating matters is correlation between measures of creativity. Diehl and
Stroebe [16] found that number of responses generated and quality of responses were highly
correlated. This finding has been replicated many times [52, 51, 59], including in the domain
of electronic brainstorming [9].
A common method of resolving the creativity measurement problem is to select a small
subset of the above measures, have judges score them on ordinal scales, with the outcome of
interest some function of those scores. Lewis et al. utilized expert raters to score responses
to an idea generation task on 5 point scales for originality, feasibility, elaboration, and
flexibility [37]. Marsh et al. had raters score drawings of creatures by the number of
distinct features of the creature they could identify s[42]. Meadow and Parnes [52] used this
method for generating a creativity score based on uniqueness and value. They employed
the common practice of simplifying the resulting score by assigning a binary creativity score
based on thresholds across sub-measures. Diehl and Stroebe [16] used a similar measure
combining originality and feasibility. Yu and Nickerson[69] also employed a combination
score in which crowd workers rated for originality and practicality on a 5-point scale, such
that ideas that exceeded 4 on both measures were considered creative. In the course of this
thesis, these score-based measurements were found to suffer in inter-rater reliability at the
large scale of data employed. For example, it is difficult for judges to assess uniqueness of
a single idea in a data set of thousands.
Soukhoroukova et al. [60] propose idea markets, infrastructures for evaluating the
value of ideas by trading them in a stock market and examining their posterior trade
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value. Soukhoroukova applies this technique to evaluating product concepts for four MP3
players, and found that the price of an idea on the market correlated with the predicted
market shares. It is unclear that this technique could generalize to very large data sets,
where trading participants could not be expected to build up a familiarity with every idea.
An alternative is to introduce a deterministic, quantitative measure of creativity (or a
sub-component of creativity). In their paper examining the phenomenon of design fixation
among those involved in a creative task, Jansson and Smith [29] introduced a measure for
novelty that follows from any solution for idea disambiguation, the o-score. In this thesis,
the o-score is employed to compare the novelty of individual ideas. Given a disambiguated
group of creative responses, the o-score is given by the following equation:
1− # of instances of semantically identical idea
total # of ideas in data set
A strong advantage of the o-score is that it is naturally defined in terms of idea dis-
ambiguation. It encompasses only one component commonly used in creativity measures,
namely novelty (alternatively originality or uniqueness). Novelty, while not a sufficient
metric for creativity alone, is a critical component of virtually all creativity measures.
Furthermore, o-score is easily compared between data sets and judges provided the idea
disambiguation step is reliable.
2.4 Brainstorming groups
While the common understanding of brainstorming refers to group ideation, Taylor at
al [62] contest the effectiveness of groups in the brainstorming process. They compared
regular brainstorming groups as expected in the Osborn process to nominal groups : groups
of individuals who generate ideas separately that are later combined into a single pool, with
duplicate ideas removed. Individuals participating in nominal brainstorming are still given
the rules of brainstorming prior to the exercise. They found that participants brainstorming
in nominal groups generated more ideas, more unique ideas, and higher quality ideas.
Bouchard and Hare extended this finding to account for the size of brainstorming groups,
finding that large groups produced more ideas than small groups, and that nominal groups
produced more ideas than regular groups [8]. Furthermore, the rate of idea generation
for nominal groups grew linearly as a function of the number of members in the group.
However, the maximum group size explored in this study was nine, far fewer than might be
expected to participate in a brainstorming task on a microtask marketplace. In the course
of this study, I found this linear growth finding did not apply.
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Three major reasons for the productivity loss in real group brainstorming are commonly
cited [16]. Production blocking is an artifact of the bandwidth for spoken communication
in a group brainstorming session: only one person can speak at once. When and if a
member finds a lull in the conversation to contribute, they have forgotten ideas. Evaluation
apprehension is the fear of judgment by other members of the brainstorming session, or
facilitators. This difficulty persists despite the “defer judgment” rule of brainstorming
[12]. Free riding occurs when participants feel less pressure to generate ideas because
others within the group are being productive. A fourth reason introduced by Camacho
and Paulus [11], social matching, occurs when members of a group who would normally
have high productivity reduce their performance to that of less productive members, to
force the less productive members into equal contribution.
To investigate these factors, Diehl and Stroebe [16] conducted several experiments,
finding that evaluation apprehension and free riding had a significant effect on number
and quality of produced ideas, but that production blocking represented the majority of
productivity loss.
Despite these effects, there remains a romantic appeal to the idea that people work-
ing together could generate better ideas than those apart if the social impediments could
be mitigated. Computer-mediated or electronic idea generation is one well-researched
attempt to execute on this idea. Participants work individually at computer terminals,
entering ideas which are propagated to the other group members’ displays. In theory, com-
puter mediation reduces the impact of evaluation apprehension and production blocking, as
users can enter ideas anonymously and simultaneously. Furthermore, computer-mediated
brainstorming is thought to stimulate idea generation because participants can be inspired
by and improve upon the ideas they see that were generated by others. The results of
computer-mediated idea generation research have been mixed. Dennis and Valecich [15, 63]
found that intact computer-mediated groups generated more ideas than nominal groups,
and large electronic groups generated more ideas than smaller as would be expected. How-
ever, anonymity had no effect on the rate of idea generation. Gallupe et al. [22] found
that groups using electronic brainstorming generated more ideas and more high-quality
ideas than real groups. From this, they inferred that electronic brainstorming reduced the
effects of production blocking and evaluation apprehension, though they make no claims
as to whether simultaneous entry or anonymity provides more significant benefits.
Pinsonneault et al. [55] conducted a survey of the Dennis and Valecich, Gallupe et al,
and other electronic idea generation work, as well as their own further studies, and found
that nominal brainstorming always performed as well as or better than electronic (both
anonymized and non-anonymized) and verbal group brainstorming. This is contextualized
by suggesting that process gains identified for electronic brainstorming were not as powerful
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as expected, and that the differences found by Dennis and Valecich were a result of an
unorthodox technique for creating simulated data for nominal groups. Four additional
process losses unique to electronic idea generation are identified:
• The distraction effect of reading others’ ideas.
• Attentional production blocking (a participant cannot benefit from others’ idea while
focused on generating their own).
• Striving for originality (attempting to not replicate work in the shared session).
• Cognitive complexity (the addition of tasks such as reading ideas and interpreting
them).
Electronic brainstorming has potential to deliver on aspects of group brainstorming in
a microtask marketplace. Furthermore, it is tempting, particularly in the design-rich field
of HCI, to propose many and elaborate interventions which are theorized to improve per-
formance. However, nominal brainstorming remains the state of the art, at least effective
as both group and electronic group brainstorming. Furthermore, existing idea generation
techniques in crowd research are nominal in nature [72, 40]. If this thesis is to present
baseline models and outcomes for brainstorming, then, it must adhere to this state of the
art, both for its historical effectiveness and its direct applicability to the environment of
microtask marketplaces.
Beyond the distinction of nominal vs real groups, there have been attempts to isolate
the non-social influences on brainstorming outcomes. Parnes [51] tested the hypothesis
that better ideas were generated later in an idea generation session. They found that
subjects, both trained and untrained in brainstorming methodology, generated more good
ideas in the latter half of a brainstorming session. They suggest that this is due to the
extended effort on the part of the participant, and to the phenomenon of deferment [26].
Deferment describes the capacity of a participant to put off the satisfaction of problem
solving by not accepting early solutions. Creative problem solvers are unsatisfied with
an early idea because they set a minimum standard on the quality of ideas which they
will accept. Thus, creative idea generators will continue to build upon and improve early
ideas to achieve higher quality later. This suggests a “burn-in” period for idea generation,
and a minimum threshold number of ideas solicited, before which lower-quality ideas are
expected. This phenomenon has direct implications for the design of brainstorming tasks,
and this thesis will examine it in the context of microtask marketplaces.
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2.5 Models of brainstorming
There are several previous examples of models of brainstorming, particularly emphasizing
the impact of social factors. Brown and Paulus [10] introduced a model that accounted
for production blocking and matching, which assumes that the rate of idea generation
is subject to exponential decay. The models in this thesis consider the rate of decay
explicitly. Haddou et al. [27] expanded on the model of Brown and Paulus to allow real-
time, online model generation and future prediction, with the intend that it be applied in
live group brainstorming sessions. However, this model is evaluated for feasibility only; its
predictions are not tested on real brainstorming data. These models focus on the impact of
social factors in brainstorming. In contrast, the models in this thesis examine the process
of nominal brainstorming. Furthermore, the models in this thesis are applied to a large
corpus of real brainstorming responses. This thesis will also examine the assumption of
exponential decay for nominal groups explicitly.
Nijstad and Stroebe [47] introduced the SIAM (search for ideas in associative memory)
model for idea generation. While their focus was on idea generation in a group setting, their
model also described individual brainstorming to a degree beyond the models described
above. Under the SIAM model, idea generation is an iterative process that alternates be-
tween the phases of knowledge activation and idea production. In the knowledge activation
phase, brainstormers bring to mind an image, a bundle of concepts, features and associ-
ations in response to the query. In the idea production phase, the brainstormer explores
variations within this image to produce ideas. When the brainstormer has exhausted the
image to a sufficient degree, they return to the knowledge activation phase and select a new
image. Subsequent activations may involve recollection of items generated from previous
images, and images can overlap.
Nijstad and Stroebe make several hypotheses that follow from SIAM, two of which are
examined in this work:
1. Hypothesis 1: Ideas are more likely followed by an idea from the same category
(image) than could be explained by random chance.
2. Hypothesis 2: Generating ideas when switching categories (images) will take more
time than generating ideas within categories. This follows from the extra knowledge
activation step.
In contrast to the Nijstad and Stroebe cognitive model which is used to derive and test
hypotheses, the models in this thesis are applied to make quantitative estimates of values
of interest, such as the rate at which idea generation decays.
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2.6 Crowdsourcing
Crowdsourcing is a technique for problem solving that has received significant attention. Its
basic premise is to employ large numbers of workers, with few assumptions as to expertise
or skill, to solve complex problems. One of the most well-known contexts for crowdsourcing
is in microtask marketplaces such as Amazon’s Mechanical Turk, in which workers are paid
to complete Human Intelligence Tasks, or HITs. HITs are often discrete units of work that
can be completed in a short time frame, which may be later combined to provide a full
problem solution. These microtask marketplaces allow requesters to conveniently automate
tasks that require human intelligence, provided they can adequately compensate workers.
They have been applied to a multitude of problems, from estimating the nutritional content
of a plate of food [48] to reducing the length of written documents [6].
Many tasks that are both desirable to automate and require human intelligence are
too large to be manageable for a single worker. Thus, significant effort has been taken
to facilitate the decomposing of problems and recomposing of solutions. Little at al [38]
introduced Turkit, an infrastructure for decomposing problems in which the requester
constructs a workflow and outputs are dynamically recomposed into inputs for future
steps. Other systems rely on the crowd to perform task decomposition/recomposition [35],
or provide HIT-based analogs to common computation frameworks such as map-reduce
[31]. In the context of these systems, crowd brainstorming can be considered as a step in
a workflow in which the input is a prompt and the output is a list of ideas to be evaluated
in later steps. In this thesis, a custom system was used which behaved similarly to Turkit,
with additional systems to meet experiment requirements. It is available under the name
turkflow on the Python Package Index1.
Worker variability is another domain of crowdsourcing research with high applicability
to this thesis. In their Soylent project, which demonstrated the ability of the crowd to
perform in-interface operations, Bernstein et al. [6] found high variance in the output of
workers, classifying extreme outliers as Lazy Turkers and Eager Beavers. Similarly, Kittur
et al. identified “gaming” of the system on Mechanical Turk [32] by workers attempting
to maximize financial outcomes by providing poor quality results that meet the minimum
requirements of requests. Gaming workers create responses that are empty of informa-
tion, non-constructive, or copy-and-pasted from others. Kittur et al. found that invalid
responses were often identifiable by a short time of generation.
This diversity in output presents challenges for crowdsourcing systems, particularly in
the domain of brainstorming. It is important to examine the extent to which participants
1https://pypi.python.org/pypi/turkflow/
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provide useless information and affect outcomes during idea generation tasks.
2.6.1 Crowdsourcing creative problems
Crowdsourcing allows automated solution generation for a class of creative problems that
are intractable for computers. As a result, creative problems have received significant
attention in crowdsourcing research. Aaron Koblin’s art project “The Sheep Market” [33]
involved many participants on Amazon’s Mechanical Turk each drawing a sheep facing left,
all of which were combined into a single art piece. Another well-known example is von Ahm
and Davish’s ESP game [64]. In this system, two participants provide labels for an image
without seeing their partner’s labels. For example, an outdoor image may result in labels
such as green, sky, and clouds. Whenever a word has been provided by both participants,
they receive points and the label is accepted as descriptive of the system. Systems like
these show the viability of the crowd for idea generation, but do not explicitly examine the
process.
Nickerson and Sakamoto [46] propose a system in which ideas are iteratively pruned and
improved upon by the crowd. Yu and Nickerson [69] expand on this and utilize crowd for
the creative process of design, having participants design chairs for children. Participants
generated a set of ideas for chairs which were later iteratively combined and mutated by
other participants in an evolutionary algorithm. Idea generation is a key first step for
seeding the genetic pool of ideas, and the later iterative recombination steps recall the
fourth rule of Osborn’s brainstorming: combination and improvement are sought. Yu and
Nickerson found the crowd effectively produced new features and modified existing ones.
They show that the genetic process resulted in better ideas, but do not examine properties
of the generation phase such as the number of features different individuals contributed.
Zhang et al. [72] created Mobi, a system for crowdsourcing trip itineraries. Mobi is an
example of a crowdware paradigm in which workers can see an overview of the entire work-
in-progress solution, and select smaller units of work to make progress. In one of these
units workers propose vacation activities that meet a set of constraints. For example,
they may require that a portion of activities are appropriate for young children. This
is analogous to a brainstorming problem, and demonstrates the importance of basic idea
generation models and techniques to complex crowd creativity systems. Although the aim
of Mobi — generate an entire trip itinerary — could not be said to be a strict brainstorming
problem (it involves organization and sorting problems as well), brainstorming is a critical
component of the process. Zhang et al. do not comment on the quantity or quality of ideas
generated in this step, nor do they discuss how participants’ ideas changed and varied for
those that submitted more than one activity.
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In another example of brainstorming as a prerequisite to a larger creative task, Kit-
tur et al’s Crowdforge system [31] was evaluated in the context of crowdsourcing article
writing. One step of the article writing workflow required participants to generate a list
of attractions for a trip to New York City. A further example is Turkomatic [35]. The
example workflows presented in Turkomatic include essay-writing, a step of which requires
participants to generate a list of facts. These systems do not describe the design consid-
erations in their brainstorming steps; the implicit assumption is that soliciting ideas in
any way is sufficient to produce satisfactory work to feed into a later step in the system.
This thesis challenges these assumptions by demonstrating different performance between
workers, questions, and phases of idea generation.
Little et al. [40] explicitly consider brainstorming as a creative task of interest in
microtask marketplaces. In their experiment, participants had to generate five potential
names for a company. They compared subjective ratings for brainstormed ideas in iterative
(brainstormers could see previous contributors’ ideas) and parallel (nominal brainstorming)
conditions. They found that participants in the parallel condition generated the highest-
rated ideas, consistent with the expectation that nominal brainstorming performed at least
as well as alternatives. This study does not vary properties of the brainstorming task, such
as question or number of ideas solicited. It does, however, provide a first guideline for
brainstorming in a crowd environment: that nominal brainstorming structures provide
the best results. This thesis builds on this finding and examines the process of nominal
brainstorming in microtask marketplaces in more detail.
Finally, crowdsourcing to solve creative problems has been applied in various commer-
cial settings. Bayus performs an analysis of the Dell IdeaStorm community, in which users
and customers contribute product ideas and improvements [5]. Bayus finds that ideas com-
ing later in the ideation process are more likely to be selected for implementation, which
corresponds to an assertion of quality. However, once individuals had an idea selected,
they were less likely to generate another quality idea. Bayus argues that this is because
individuals tailor their successive ideas to be more like earlier accepted ideas, which limits
diversity. This suggests that feedback to ideators should be deferred, particularly positive
feedback as it may reinforce fixation behaviour. Several platforms have also been devel-
oped to serve as general marketplaces for idea generation tasks in particular, including
Idea Bounty2, Innocentive3 and ideaconnection4. The latter two services in particular fo-
cus on the domain of expert crowdsourcing, assigning more difficult problems to experts
in appropriate fields.
2http://www.ideabounty.com/
3https://www.innocentive.com
4http://www.ideaconnection.com/
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2.7 Open problems
This body of work contains several open problems which are addressed in this thesis. Exist-
ing measurement techniques for brainstorming outcomes have not been applied in contexts
in which the scale of ideas reaches that enabled by microtask marketplaces. In the course
of this work alone, a corpus of 10,000 responses is gathered. Models of brainstorming in
the social sciences literature have thus far focused on the social or cognitive characteristics
of brainstorming. There remains the need for more mechanical models of brainstorming,
which describe desirable outcomes such as quantity and novelty and explicitly examine
assumptions encoded in variables, such as decay rate, in existing models. While crowd-
sourcing work has demonstrated an interest in creativity and employed idea generation as
a means to an end, there has been a failure to examine the mechanisms of idea generation
in crowd environments and explicitly consider the design of these idea generation steps.
Finally, none of the existing work has examined how production occurs in a nominal en-
vironment. Even without a group influencing an individual, that individual is likely to
encounter difficulties and employ strategies in the solo generation of ideas.
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Chapter 3
Study
3.1 Introduction
The aim of this thesis is to present a foundational study of the properties of brainstorming
tasks in microtask marketplaces. Specifically, I aim to create models of brainstorming which
encode the process of nominal brainstorming in a microtask marketplace. These models
will be fit to a corpus of brainstorming responses to ensure they accurately describe the
process of crowd brainstorming, and the resulting parameter distributions will be examined
to respond to the open research questions identified in Chapters 1 and 2. To accomplish
this, a corpus of 10,000 responses to four brainstorming prompts was collected on Amazon’s
Mechanical Turk. This corpus serves three purposes. First, the corpus is used to fit models
of brainstorming processes. Second, a qualitative coding of a subset of the corpus is made
to identify strategies of idea generation employed by workers. Finally, the corpus provides
a labeled set against which future work in the automated prediction of brainstorming
outcomes can be tested.
This chapter describes the study by which the corpus was collected, as well as how the
study design was derived. Specifically, it addresses the problem of selecting brainstorm-
ing questions. The chapter closes by introducing the measures of quantity and novelty
extracted from the corpus, and giving descriptive statistics of the corpus.
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3.2 Data collection
My goal was to develop quantitative baselines of brainstorming performance in microtask
marketplaces. Previous work has used brainstorming as a use case to examine other phe-
nomena [39] or as a component of a larger brainstorming workflow [72]. Thus, there does
not exist a significant corpus of responses to brainstorming questions posed in a micro-
task marketplace without additional constraints imposed by the larger workflow. To that
end, I opted to create a corpus of responses to brainstorming questions in the most naive
implementation of a brainstorming HIT.
In a traditional group brainstorming session, a group of people meet in person (ideally
with a facilitator) and share ideas verbally. By contrast, in a nominal group brainstorm-
ing session, an equal number of people each separately record ideas (verbally, written, or
digitally), which are later collected and combined. As discussed in Chapter 2, nominal
brainstorming sessions have been shown to perform at least as well as real group brain-
storming sessions, and often much better. Nominal brainstorming conveniently aligns with
the expected setting of a microtask marketplace task: work is performed spatially and tem-
porally separated from collaborators. Furthermore, in existing brainstorming tasks or task
components on microtask marketplaces, participants generate ideas separately which are
later pruned and combined [39, 69, 72]. Thus, I assert that nominal brainstorming is the
naive implementation of brainstorming in a microtask marketplace. All the brainstorming
tasks presented to workers in this thesis are designed within the constraints of nominal
brainstorming.
I created a template for nominal brainstorming HITs on Mechanical Turk. Participants
were asked to generate 5, 10, 25, 50, 75, 100, or as many as possible responses to a brain-
storming question, and were compensated $0.18, $0.35, $0.70, $1.75, $2.65, $3.50 and $1.75
respectively (approximately 3.5 cents per response, with the unlimited condition paying
the same as the 50 condition). This spectrum of responses grew as the data collection
period continued; as quality responses were received to the 25 condition, the 50, 75 and
100 conditions were added in turn to test the limits of participants’ ideation abilities.
After initial pilots, the unlimited condition was dropped from experiments and data
analysis. This was due to the poor response quality from Turkers, with at most 15 ideas
given in the condition. This is likely a result of the strong motivation for even quality
Turkers to maximize their rewards by minimizing time spent on tasks. This is similar to
the gaming phenomenon [32], but notably in this case the Turkers were meeting the stated
requirements of the HIT, if not the spirit.
All recruited participants were residents of the United States. This decision was made
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with the intent that it would ensure a minimum level of English language comprehension
and a relatively consistent cultural background across participants.
Participants examining the HIT were informed of the number of ideas requested and
the compensation before accepting the HIT. However, the question was not assigned or
displayed to the participant until the HIT was accepted and they had given consent to
participate. HITs were implemented as simple HTML forms with a page for consent
followed by pages for response entry and finally a feedback letter. Upon giving consent,
a request was sent to a separately-hosted server which would populate the form with a
brainstorming prompt. This was done to ensure equal distribution of participants across
questions, to limit selection bias, and to prevent the same participant responding to the
same question multiple times.
Upon accepting the HIT and giving consent, participants were given a paraphrased
version of Osborn’s four rules of brainstorming [49]. The rules were paraphrased to remove
references to an explicit group of brainstormers:
1. There are no bad ideas. Don’t criticize your choices.
2. Wild ideas and building off of old ideas are okay.
3. Quantity of ideas is prioritized.
4. Combinations of ideas count as new ideas.
An example of the HIT HTML form is demonstrated in Figure 3.1. Participants were
also able to give any number of additional responses in a free text field, but no participants
chose to do so. Once accepted, participants had 18 hours to complete the HIT. This was
chosen after participants in pilots pointed out that the previous limit (ten minutes plus
one minute per question) did not allow them to claim HITs and then complete them at a
later time, a common practice.
Giving the rules of brainstorming is generally the minimum baseline achieved in research
to meet Osborn’s brainstorming definition [62, 16, 22, 28]. However, Isaksen [28] argues
that the rules themselves are not sufficient to meet the brainstorming guidelines outlined
in Osborne’s original work. Specifically, Isaksen argues:
1. Brainstorming groups should be chosen based on the nature of the problem such that
they have sufficient and similar expertise.
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Figure 3.1: Sample task on Mechanical Turk
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2. Individual ideation should occur prior to and following the brainstorming session.
3. Participants should be trained in brainstorming before participating in a session.
4. The session should have a trained mediator.
In the case of naive crowd brainstorming, it is unclear what the implementation of
these recommendations would be. Given the restricted demographic information available
for Turkers, it does not appear to be possible to meet the first guideline of assigning tasks
based on domain expertise. The second guideline loses its meaning when all ideation is
to occur individually, and furthermore participants in a microtask marketplace cannot be
guaranteed to prepare for a task in advance or perform follow-up work. The third guideline,
while achievable, would require extraordinary human resources and mitigate the primary
advantages of a microtask marketplace — parallelization and efficiency. It is possible that
video training could be employed, but this assumption would have to be explicitly tested
for efficacy, and I leave it to future work. The final guideline poses similar difficulties
to the second and third. It is unclear what the meaning of mediation of an individual
is, and furthermore supplying mediators for each worker would dissolve the reasons for
brainstorming in the crowd.
Finally, by limiting training to a statement of four rules, the responses in the brain-
storming corpus established are better comparable to the majority of other studies with
similar limited training (the state of the art that Isaksen laments). As a result of these
difficulties and in the interest of comparability, I chose to maintain the simple statement
of rules. That said, I recommend that these guidelines provide inspiration for potential
future interventions. For example, an explicit training phase or having Turkers provide
parallel mediation both prompt interesting research questions.
3.2.1 Question selection
I explored a variety of brainstorming questions in an iterative refinement process. Initially,
I chose to use questions across the spectrum described by Zagona et al. [71]. The questions
utilized were the “thumbs” problem (effects that would occur should you wake up with an
additional thumb) the “mop” problem (alternative uses for a mop) and a weight problem
(explaining influences on body weight). In initial pilots, the responses to these questions
were rated by judges on a 5 point scale for creativity, realisticness, originality, and whether
or not they were under-defined. Although this coding scheme had several weaknesses (it
failed to achieve acceptable inter-rater reliability), it highlighted an overall poor quality of
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the responses. On suspicion that the poor responses were due to the impractical nature
of the questions, the questions were modified according to the first of Isaksen’s above
suggestions — that brainstormers have sufficient expertise for the problem domain:
• Please brainstorm N ways that Mechanical Turk could be improved for workers. Be
as specific as possible in your descriptions.
• Please brainstorm N different public events that could be used to raise money for
Alzheimer’s research. Be as specific as possible in your descriptions.
• Many people have old iPods or MP3 players that they no longer use. Please brain-
storm N uses for old iPods/MP3 players. Assume that the devices’ batteries no longer
work, though they can be powered via external power sources. Also be aware that
devices may *not* have displays. Be as specific as possible in your descriptions.
• Imagine you are in a social setting and you have forgotten the name of somebody
you know. Brainstorm N ways you could learn their name without directly asking
them. Be as specific as possible in your descriptions.
Questions 3 and 4 immediately produced the desired improvements in subjective re-
sponse quality. However, questions 1 and 2 continued to produce unsatisfactory responses.
In particular, the Mechanical Turk question prompted workers to respond primarily that
they should be paid more, and the charity question resulted in obvious answers such as
bake sales and dinners. In order to remedy this, questions 3 and 4 were iteratively tested
and refined until they excluded classes of responses deemed undesirable. This primarily
manifested in additional constraints imposed on the questions with the intent to force
workers to think outside the box. The revised questions 1 and 2 are printed below:
• The Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF) is a nonprofit whose goal is to protect
individual rights with respect to digital and online technologies. For example, the
EFF has initiated a lawsuit against the US government to limit the degree to which
the US surveils its citizens via secret NSA programs. If you are unfamiliar with
the EFF and its goals, read about it on its website (https://www.eff.org) or
via other online sources (such as Wikipedia). Brainstorm N new ways the EFF
can raise funds and simultaneously increase awareness. Your ideas must be differ-
ent from their current methods, which include donation pages, merchandise, web
badges and banners, affiliate programs with Amazon and eBay, and donating things
such as airmiles, cars, or stocks. See the full list of their current methods here:
https://www.eff.org/helpout. Be as specific as possible in your responses.
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• Mechanical Turk currently lacks a dedicated mobile app for performing HITs on
smartphones (iPhone, Androids, etc.) or tablets (e.g., the iPad). Brainstorm N
features for a mobile app to Mechanical Turk that would improve the worker’s ex-
perience when performing HITs on mobile devices. Be as specific as possible in your
responses.
I will refer to these four questions from here on in text, figures and tables as “turk”,
“charity”, “iPod” and “forgot name”.
3.2.2 Summary of data collected
For each individual response to a brainstorming question, the English text of the response
was captured, as well as timestamps for the first and last activations of the form widget
associated with that response. The duration of time to give a response was calculated as
the difference of the latter two values.
Batches of responses were solicited over the course of several weeks. A breakdown of
these responses is given in Table 3.1. Over all solicitations and conditions, 341 HITs with
280 unique Turkers were completed. 61 brainstorming HITs were completed by workers
who had already completed at least one HIT. The data from repeat HITs from the same
worker with the same question were removed from the corpus. This was done to avoid any
learning effect of repeat exposure to the same brainstorming problem.
From Table 3.1, it is clear that significantly more responses were collected for the iPod
question than the others. Initially, I chose to solicit the same number of brainstorming
HITs for each question and number of responses requested condition, setting a lower bound
at 10. However, during preliminary data analysis it became apparent that it was important
that each number requested condition be reasonably represented on the response scale as
well as in aggregate worker data. Further HITs were solicited for the iPod question, with
the aim of a minimum of 400 individual responses in each condition. However, the 5
response condition was so unpopular that this minimum was not met, despite providing
the same reward per question as the other HITs. This may indicate that workers prefer
brainstorming HITs with high absolute value, or that these HITs are easier to find on
Mechanical Turk. Furthermore, this lack of popularity was not uniform. The rate at which
5 response HITs were completed decreased over time. This suggests that it may be possible
to exhaust the worker pool of Mechanical Turk with relatively few workers. In the case of
this corpus, only 57 workers in total participated in the 5 response condition for the iPod
question.
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number of ideas requested 5 10 20 50 75 100
charity
HIT responses 9 10 10 8 10 9
HITs excluding repeat workers 9 9 10 7 9 9
total ideas gathered 43 90 190 307 501 806
forgot name
HIT responses 10 10 10 12 11 11
HITs excluding repeat workers 10 8 9 12 10 10
total ideas gathered 50 76 163 565 589 824
iPod
HIT responses 59 49 23 10 10 10
HITs excluding repeat workers 57 39 21 9 10 10
total ideas gathered 293 372 413 450 634 855
turk
HIT responses 11 10 11 10 9 9
HITs excluding repeat workers 11 9 11 9 9 7
total ideas gathered 55 84 215 402 620 699
Table 3.1: Result counts between conditions
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3.3 Measures of quantity and novelty with idea forests
To model brainstorming, the outcomes of interest must be quantified. Brainstorming is
creative work, and as described in Chapter 2, there are many methods for computing
creativity scores based on judges. I found in the course of this work that that scale of the
corpus made it impossible to achieve inter-rater reliability in these traditional measures.
Instead, this thesis focuses on metrics of creativity can be extracted deterministically,
namely novelty and quantity of ideas generated.
Quantity is derived by disambiguating instances (individuals’ text responses to brain-
storming prompts) into clusters of semantically identical ideas. Novelty is expressed in
a metric called the o-score. The o-score is defined on the range 0-1, with a higher value
indicating an idea that is more rare.
This section describes briefly how these metrics are computed from the corpus of brain-
storming responses. This is achieved through a novel organization of brainstorming re-
sponses called an idea forest. An idea forest is a hierarchical representation of brainstorm-
ing responses that encodes relationships of semantic identity and semantic generalization.
3.3.1 Terminology and definitions
Throughout this thesis, I have referred to concepts such as ideas in an abstract sense,
appealing to the reader’s intuitive understanding of their meaning. Idea disambiguation
requires a concrete definition of these terms and others. I will also introduce several
supporting concepts: categories, runs, and instances.
Workers do not generate a set of responses in one atomic chunk. Instead, there is
a temporal ordering to the responses given to a brainstorming task, and each response
takes time to generate. I refer to the temporal organization of responses given by a single
brainstorming participant as a run. If a brainstormer was asked to write down 10 solutions
to a problem on a piece of paper, each to a line, then the paper, read top to bottom, would
comprise the run. Each of the 10 lines is referred to as an instance, a single response to a
single brainstorming problem by a single participant.
An idea, in contrast to an instance, refers to a semantic solution to the brainstorming
prompt. The same idea may appear in multiple brainstorming runs. Instances and ideas
can be visualized in a bipartite graph, as in Figure 3.2. Each instance node is connected
to exactly one idea node, while each idea is connected to one or more ideas (a many-to-one
relationship). Rather than consider instance nodes explicitly, they can be encoded as a
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Figure 3.2: Ideas and instances have a one-to-many relationship. Instances are real text
responses given by participants, while ideas have coder-supplied labels.
property of the idea node. I refer to this as the idea mass, the number of instances as-
sociated with an idea. All instances joined by an idea are semantically equivalent, with
allowances for different phrasing. Consider the following example instances given in re-
sponse to the iPod question:
1. Storage container
2. Small storage box
3. Coin storage
4. Travel jewelry case
The first two instances would both be connected to the same idea; they both use the
iPod as a container (the smallness is implied in the former by the size of the device itself).
However, the third and fourth instances both encode additional information, and thus are
not considered the same idea as the first two. In total, the example above includes four
instances and three ideas. The explicit criteria for separating ideas is described below.
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Figure 3.3: Example category tree
3.3.2 Idea forests and deriving quantity
While the above differentiation between instances and ideas is useful for a conceptual
derivation of quantity, it does not provide an explicit means for disambiguating ideas.
Furthermore, it neglects another source of granularity in brainstorming datasets: ideas
share elements between them. For example, consider instances 1 and 3 in the above list of
examples. These ideas both use the shell of an iPod as a container, but are not semantically
equivalent. The second idea encodes additional information: the use of that container as
coin storage. Idea 1 is a generalization of idea 2.
Generalization is a common relationship between brainstorming ideas, occurring most
often between responses by two brainstormers. It is desirable to encode this relationship
between ideas in our representation while maintaining their disambiguation. To do this, I
expand the “idea” side of the graph (Figure 3.2) into a tree structure. Instances still link
to ideas, but ideas may now also have parent-child relationships. An idea A is a parent of
an idea B if all instances connected to A are generalizations of all instances connected to
B. Put another way, instances in B encode all the semantic information of instances in A,
plus something extra.
An example of this hierarchical relationship between ideas is given in Figure 3.3. Each
connected subgraph of ideas is referred to as a category tree, or simply a category. The
example replicates the relationship between solutions to the iPod question using the shell as
storage. For a given brainstorming question, there will be many distinct category trees with
no common parents. A collection of category trees generated in response to a brainstorming
question is known as a idea forest.
A collection of idea nodes is a valid idea forest if it adheres to the following four
constraints:
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1. equivalence: All instances mapped to an idea node should be semantically equivalent.
2. generalization: For each idea A, any instance from any ancestor idea B should be a
generalization of any instance from A.
3. common parent: For any two instances from two ideas, if those instances share some
semantic meaning, their respective ideas should have a common parent, or one is the
parent of the other.
4. non-equivalence: For any two instances from two different ideas, those instances are
not semantically equivalent.
Intuitively, the first constraint ensures that each node is a single semantic idea, and
correctly disambiguates between instances. Given that the first constraint holds, the other
constraints ensure that the hierarchy is valid, there are parents that capture all meaningful
relationships, and that exactly one node exists per idea. An idea forest that adheres to each
of these constraints can be used to derive quantity of ideas generated simply by counting
the number of nodes in the forest.
A summary of the terminology introduced in this section and the previous is given in
Table 3.2.
3.3.3 o-score
The o-score metric introduced by Jansson and Smith [29] is a measure for novelty that is
quantified based on the number of occurrences of an idea relative to the size of the idea pool
overall. This metric captures only novelty, and thus neglects other elements of creativity,
such as appropriateness and practicality. However, novelty (alternatively originality) is a
component of every creativity measure observed in related work.
The o-score can be deterministically derived given a system for disambiguating ideas.
If desired, the resulting novelty metric can be incorporated into a more encompassing
measure of creativity after the fact. The determinism of this measure aligns well with the
quantitative goals of this research, and as such it is employed throughout. This is not to
say that novelty is a sufficient substitute for the entire measure of creativity, but merely
that it is the most realistic to derive for large data sets given a means of disambiguation.
The problem of integrating novelty into an overall creativity metric is left to future work.
The idea forest provides an explicit means for disambiguation: instances in different
nodes correspond to different ideas. As a result, o-score can be deterministically derived
according to the definition:
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term definition
instance A single text response to a brainstorming prompt.
run A temporal ordering of instances given in response to a
brainstorming prompt by a single participant in a single
session.
campaign A temporal ordering of instances given by multiple work-
ers to a brainstorming prompt, such that the same num-
ber of instances were requested from each worker.
idea A conceptual collection of instances which represent the
same semantic solution to a brainstorming prompt, with
rephrasing.
idea mass The number of instances associated with an idea node.
generalization An idea is a generalization of another idea if all instances
in the former are generalizations of all instances in the
latter.
category tree A subset of ideas which are connected by generalization
relationships.
idea forest A collection of unconnected category trees in response
to a single brainstorming prompt.
Table 3.2: Summary of terminology for brainstorming abstractions
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idea o-score = 1− # of instances of idea
total # of instances in data set
Figure 3.4: o-score definition
Throughout this thesis, o-scores will be utilized as a measure for novelty.
3.4 Summary of data collected
The corpus of brainstorming responses to the four questions were coded to produce idea
forests. One coder generated idea forests for both the iPod and turk corpora, while each of
the other coders completed a single data set (forgot name and charity, respectively). Across
all questions, 165 instances (1.8%) were discarded as random, unrelated to the question, or
too ill-specified to interpret. The criteria for discarding an instance was that the coder was
not able to visualize the solution in the context of the brainstorming problem. This section
will provide some brief descriptive statistics of the data sets, as well as visualizations of
the idea forest structure. Some characteristics, such as number of trees, are dominated
by the number of responses gathered, which varied from question to question. In these
(explicitly noted) cases, statistics are normalized by the number of instances collected for
the associated question.
To ground the discussion from this point on, I first introduce a visualization for an
entire idea forest. Because idea forests are collections of trees, they can be visualized
collectively using standard tree-visualization layouts by introducing a root node for which
all category trees are children. I chose a circle-packing visualization for this because the
spacing allowances make it easy to separate trees visually without a diverse array of colour.
Colour-based separation is difficult and loses meaning with the hundreds of idea nodes
represented. In the circle-packing visualization, each small, empty circle represents an
instance. Circles that contain other circles are thus ideas. The hierarchy of ideas is
represented by repeating nested circles. Category trees are circles which are contained
in only the outermost circle (the forest). The relative idea mass of category trees can be
evaluated by comparing the total number of instance circles. The radius of an idea circle
is roughly indicative of the complexity of the category tree, particularly its depth.
Circle-packing visualizations are given for each of the four brainstorming question in
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question number of instances number of nodes number of trees
iPod 3005 1220 (0.41) 322 (0.11)
charity 1861 1559 (0.84) 210 (0.11)
forgot name 2234 601 (0.27) 147 (0.07)
turk 2031 1037 (0.51) 274 (0.13)
Table 3.3: Descriptive statistics for size of idea forests. The brackets indicate the same
value normalized by the number of instances collected.
Figures 3.5, 3.6, 3.7, and 3.8. They were generated using the D3.js library1. Credit is given
to Chris Zheng for the initial implementation of the visualization for this data set.
Descriptive statistics for each of these forests are given in Table 3.3. The same quantity
normalized by the number of instances in the data set (i.e. the quantity per instance) is
given in brackets, as values such as number of ideas are highly dependent on the amount
of data captured.
Also of interest is the depth and breadth of trees in the idea forest, as they can be
roughly interpreted as the amount of detail in which ideas are explored, and the amount
of variety within a particular category. Depth is obviously quantified as depth per tree,
while breadth is calculated as the number of children of non-leaf nodes in category forests.
Quartiles for these measures are visualized in Figures 3.9 and 3.10.
3.4.1 Brainstorming runs
The overall form of the idea forest is of interest, but so is the format of individual brain-
storming runs. Brainstorming runs can be visualized as ordered lists of nodes in the idea
forest. These take the form of a separate set of directed edges that describe a traversal of
the idea forest.
One phenomenon that is of interest brainstorming runs is that of riffing. When brain-
storming, participants are likely to return to previous ideas and manipulate them. This
is exactly the behaviour predicted by SIAM [47]. I define an instance in a run as a riff
if it is a descendant or ancestor of any node for which there is a previous instance in the
participant’s brainstorming results. Conversely, any instance for which a later riff exists
is known as a source instance if it itself is not a riff, or a chain instance if it is also a riff
(an instance can be both a riff and a chain). Table 3.4 describes the prominence of each
1http://d3js.org/
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Figure 3.5: Idea forest visualization for the iPod dataset.
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Figure 3.6: Idea forest visualization for the charity dataset.
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Figure 3.7: Idea forest visualization for the turk dataset.
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Figure 3.8: Idea forest visualization for the forgot name dataset.
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Figure 3.9: Tree depth between questions in the idea forests.
Figure 3.10: Tree breadth between questions in the cluster forests. Calculated only for
non-leaf nodes, as the degree of the node minus one.
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question riffs source chain
iPod 1457 491 893
charity 1064 289 730
forgot name 1481 413 1037
turk 1183 310 822
Table 3.4: Run descriptive stats. Each value is the median number of instances with the
given characteristic, where counts are normalized by the number of instances given in the
run
Figure 3.11: Length of riff chains (consecutive instances which share a riffing relationship)
for each question.
of these instance types for each question, normalized by the number of instances given.
Figure 3.11 demonstrates the interquartile ranges for the length of riff chains, consecutive
sequences of instances sharing a riffing relationship. Notably, the median length of riff
chains was 2 for all problems, suggesting that participants would rarely remain within a
concept for more than one idea. Furthermore, the third quartile was at most 3, suggesting
that riffing is generally a transient phenomenon.
3.5 Summary
This chapter introduced the study performed to generate a corpus of brainstorming re-
sponses. The goals of this corpus were threefold: to provide real data against which models
of brainstorming could be tested, to provide a body of text responses from which quali-
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tative conclusions could be drawn, and to provide a data set of brainstorming responses
with labeled quantity and novelty outcomes that can be used to generate predictive models
in future work. The process for collecting this data was described, with a description of
how the study design was arrived at. The chapter finished by introducing idea forests as
a mechanism to derive quantitative outcome metrics, and giving descriptive statistics for
the 10,000-response corpus.
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Chapter 4
Construction and validation of idea
forests
4.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the methodology employed to construct idea forests and validate
the findings derived from them. The contributions of this chapter focus on the benefits
of idea forests when applied to brainstorming corpora at massive scales enabled by micro-
task marketplaces. Thus, it may be safely skipped by readers primarily interested in the
theoretical contributions of this thesis. First, an algorithm for the construction of idea
forests is given. Second, this chapter introduce a simulation-based approach for validating
findings derived from idea forests.
4.2 Generating idea forests for idea disambiguation
The idea forest structure gives a great deal of analytical power for examining a corpus
of brainstorming ideas. The intention of this work is to test the most basic assumptions
of brainstorming in a microtask environment. One of the unique properties of microtask
marketplaces in contrast to traditional brainstorming environments is the scale at which
ideas can be gathered. At the scale of thousands of responses, organizing data and ensuring
consistency is non-trivial.
I tackled these problems of scale in a variety of methods. First, I applied Natural
Language Processing (NLP) and Machine Learning techniques to provide a “first pass”
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similarity scoring between instances and clustering of ideas, used to suggest and inform
decisions made by coders. Second, I created an algorithmic coding scheme that leverages
the hierarchical nature of the idea forest to reduce the scope of judge decision making in
the iterative process of idea forest generation.
4.2.1 NLP and clustering
It would be ideal to automatically determine which instances are semantically equivalent.
Unfortunately, automatically disambiguating English language phrases is a monumental
topic of research unto itself. In knowledge and data engineering, this problem is often
referred to as entity resolution or entity linking [18]. Automated implementations of entity
resolution provide insufficient accuracy for application to this problem.
Other attempts at solving this problem have utilized microtask marketplaces in order
to leverage human expertise [65, 67, 14]. Wang et al. [65] attempt to tackle the problem
of scalability when taking this approach — naively, O(n2) HITs are required to resolve
n entities. Under their technique, comparisons for semantic equivalence are first filtered
by a threshold criteria on ML-derived similarity scores before being sent to the crowd.
This technique was tested in this thesis, but commonly led to queries of high semantic
equivalence being excluded as unrelated or vice versa. Furthermore, given an idea pool of
up to 4000 instances per question, even a significant reduction of comparisons led to large
(and expensive) HITs that dwarfed the expense of establishing the initial corpus. Further-
more, it is unclear that crowd participants could efficiently be given sufficient training to
disambiguate between ideas in a repeatable way.
Thus, I decided that neither automated or crowd-based entity resolution systems could
provide a panacea to the problem of disambiguating brainstorming ideas. Instead, many of
these techniques are applied to provide suggestions to a coder. In particular, I used NLP
techniques similar to those employed by Wang et al’s filtering step to provide similarity
scores for all O(n2) idea pairings, and applied a technique called correlation clustering [4]
to produce a preliminary clustering of instances groups that were potentially semantically
equivalent.
Similarity
To compute similarity between instances, each instance undergoes a query-expansion using
WordNet [44] via the python NLTK library1. Each instance is stripped of stop words
1http://www.nltk.org/
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and the remaining words are stemmed and placed in a bag of words. Following this, all
synonyms and hypernyms are added to the bag of words recursively. I found this approach
was more likely to capture semantic relationships between bags of words than simpler
metrics such as edit distance [36], simply by casting a wider net to match upon.
This bag of words is then weighted using tf-idf. Because each term is represented
only a single time in the bag of words, this amounts to assigning each term i the weight
wi =
1
# of times word used in all bags
. To take the similarity between two weighted bags of words,
each is treated as a vector and the cosine similarity is computed. This similarity metric is
employed throughout the coding process.
Clustering
The cosine-similarity metric is sufficient for use as a distance score in most clustering
algorithms. Unfortunately, many popular clustering techniques assume a priori estimates
of the number of clusters (for example, k-means clustering). One promising alternative
introduced by Bansal et al. [4] is correlation clustering. Correlation clustering assumes a
complete graph of positive and negative edges, where a positive edge indicates a preference
to the same cluster and a negative edge the opposite. The technique optimizes to minimize
the number of disagreements, counted as pairs of nodes in the same cluster joined by a
negative edge or pairs of nodes in different clusters joined by a positive edge.
To apply correlation clustering to the idea resolution problem, each instance is treated
as a node, and a positive edge is placed between two nodes if the similarity of their two
instances is above some threshold. Through experimentation, I fixed this value to 0.5.
For each data set, I computed an automated clustering using a custom implementation
of the cautious algorithm described in Bansal et al. [4]. This implementation is available
under the package name py correlation clustering2. While there are certainly more com-
plex implementations of correlation clustering, including those that account for continuous
similarity measures and are optimized for large data sets [3], the naive cautious algorithm
was sufficient in my experience for producing initial clusters that captured several of the
largest idea categories.
4.2.2 An algorithm for idea forest generation
Clustering techniques give a rudimentary approximation of similarity for ideas, as well as
a starting point for generating clusters. However, these automated methods are unable to
2https://github.com/thefil/py-correlation-clustering
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produce complete and correct semantic disambiguation of ideas. To complete the produc-
tion of an idea forest, a system involving human judges is necessary. To promote consistent
judging, an algorithm was produced to transform a series of English language instances
into an idea forest. This algorithm iteratively inserts new instances by traversing the ex-
isting idea forest, and appeals to a human judge to make decisions directing that traversal.
By traversing the tree, only a limited subset of previous instances and ideas need to be
considered at each step involving a human judge. There are three algorithm step which
require human judgment:
Similarity: In this step, the judge chooses a node which is most semantically similar
to the idea being inserted. Formally, given a set of semantically equivalent instances and
a set of existing ideas, return the idea containing instances most semantically similar to
those in the set. If no ideas contain similar solution elements, return None. The set of ideas
presented is limited to those that are children of the current node in the tree traversal.
Generalization: The judge identifies any generalization relationship between two
ideas. Formally, given two ideas, one generalizes another if every instance in that idea
is a generalization of every instance in the other. Given two such ideas, return whether
a) one generalizes the other, b) each generalizes each other, or c) neither generalizes the
other.
Artificial node creation: In the case where two ideas are related but no generalization
relationship exists, a judge creates a new idea which generalizes both. This can be thought
of as creating an idea which contains the intersection of the semantic content of both.
Formally, given two ideas, such that neither idea generalizes the other, provide a new idea
that generalizes both ideas and is generalized by any parents of these ideas.
In addition, judges are prompted to label idea nodes, which provides does not impact
the structure of the forest.
These decisions are employed in a tree traversal algorithm, the gist of which I describe
followed by a pseudocode implementation. Traversal begins at the root of the idea forest.
Iteratively, sets of semantically equivalent instances are introduced and create a new idea
node. The similarity prompt determines if the new instances belong in an existing category
tree. If not, a new tree is created. Otherwise, traversal shifts to the root of the selected
category tree. Then, this root and the new idea must be compared to determine the local
structure of the tree. For this, the generalization prompt is employed. If neither idea
generalizes the other, the artificial node creation prompt creates a new parent replacing
the root under which both ideas are placed. If both ideas generalize each other, they are
merged. Otherwise, the more general idea occupies the position of the root node, and the
other idea becomes its child. The algorithm then repeats recursively with the traversal node
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acting as the root of an idea forest. The pseudocode algorithm is specified in Figure 4.1.
Proof of algorithm
Assuming an oracle for the judging tasks, it can be proven the result of this algorithm
produces a tree structure meeting the four constraints for an idea forest:
1. equivalence: All instances mapped to an idea node should be semantically equivalent.
2. generalization: For each idea A, any instance from any ancestor idea B should be a
generalization of any instance from A.
3. common parent: For any two instances from two ideas, if those instances share some
semantic meaning, their respective ideas should have a common parent, or one is the
parent of the other.
4. non-equivalence: For any two instances from two different ideas, those instances are
not semantically equivalent.
I apply proof by induction. In the base case, there is a single node in the idea forest.
The instances in this node must be semantically equivalent, as only semantically-equivalent
nodes can be added (alternatively, the algorithm can be restricted to adding a single
instance at a time). There are no generalization, artificial parent, or non-equivalence
relationships possible, so this is a valid idea forest.
For the inductive step, I show that given a valid idea forest, the addition of an additional
idea node cannot violate any constraints. Each constraint is first considered for inserting
a new regular node, and then for inserting a new artificial node. First, consider adding a
new regular node.
For equivalence, I provide a proof by contradiction. Assume a node is added such that
the constraint is violated. Then either the new node contained instances that were not
semantically equivalent, or two semantically non-equivalent nodes were merged. The first
case is again precluded by input constraints. For the merge case, nodes are only merged
if they generalize each other. Two semantically different ideas cannot full describe each
other, therefore this is impossible. Thus, equivalence must hold.
For generalization, I again provide a proof by contradiction. If the node is merged with
an existing node that satisfies constraints, then the contradiction is trivial. Otherwise,
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1 f o r each in s t anc e :
2 idea node = new node i n c l u d i n g in s t ance
3 current node = root o f f o r e s t
4 do :
5 best match = s i m i l a r i t y ( idea node , current node . c h i l d r e n )
6
7 i f best match . s i m i l a r i t y i s None or current node has no c h i l d r e n :
8 i n s e r t idea node under current node
9 e x i t do
10 e l s e :
11 i f g e n e r a l i z a t i o n ( idea node , best match ) == both :
12 merge idea node , best match
13 e x i t do
14 e l s e i f g e n e r a l i z a t i o n ( idea node , best match ) == n e i t h e r :
15 new parent = new a r t i f i c i a l idea node
16 i n s e r t best match , idea node under new parent
17 i n s e r t new parent under current node
18 e x i t do
19 e l s e i f g e n e r a l i z a t i o n ( idea node , best match ) == idea node more
gene ra l :
20 r e p l a c e best match with idea node in t r e e
21 current node = idea node
22 idea node = best match
23 e l s e i f g e n e r a l i z a t i o n ( idea node , best match ) == current node
more gene ra l :
24 current node = best match
Figure 4.1: Idea forest generation algorithm
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three cases are possible: the new node is not generalized by an ancestor, the new node
does not generalize a descendant, or the new node is not generalized by a new artificial
node. In the case where the new node is not generalized by an ancestor, the only way for the
new node to be inserted below the ancestor would be for that ancestor to be identified as a
generalization (the fourth case of the generalization conditional), which is a contradiction.
In the case where the new node does not generalize a descendant, the new node must have
been inserted as a parent of an existing node which is a generalization of the descendant.
This can only happen in the third case of the generalization conditional, which requires
that the new node is a generalization of this existing node, satisfying the requirement and
creating a contradiction. Finally, in the case where the new node is not generalized by
a new artificial node, the new artificial node must generalize the new node by definition
when created.
For the common parent constraint, I again provide a proof by contradiction. Assume
a new idea is added that shares semantic similarity with another idea but does not have
a common ancestor. Then the new idea must have been added as a new category tree.
This can only occur if the oracle determines that there is no semantic similarity, which is
a contradiction.
For non-equivalence, I again provide a proof by contradiction. Assume that the new
node was not merged with a semantically equivalent node. These nodes must generalize
each other, so if they were ever compared, they would be merged. They must be compared,
since the new node must take the same path through the idea forest that the original node
took, since all decisions are based on semantic meaning, which is identical. Therefore, they
would be merged, and there is a contradiction.
Second, consider adding an artificial node.
For equivalence, the new artificial node is empty of instances, so it by definition has no
un-equivalent instances.
For generalization, by definition artificial nodes are inserted to generalize their children
and be generalized by their parents.
For common parent, since the new artificial node has all the same ancestors as its chil-
dren, and has only the intersection of the semantic meaning of its children, this constraint
must hold.
For non-equivalence, adding an artificial node does not introduce any new instances, so
it cannot be equivalent to any other ideas.
Thus, adding a new node to a valid idea forest ensures that the new forest also satisfies
the constraints, and the idea forest is valid by induction.
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Of course, human judges do not operate as oracles. They make mistakes and have
disagreements as to the semantic relationships between instances. The validity of idea
forests resulting from employing human judges is explored in Section 4.3. In the next
section, I will discuss integrating this algorithm and the NLP and ML methods described
above into a set of tools to support judging.
4.2.3 Tool support
This algorithm for idea forest generation is integrated into a wizard application.A screen-
shot of the application is given in Figure 4.2.
In the wizard application, the left panel provides a list of instances that have not yet
been inserted into the forest, while the right provides a collapsible view of the current idea
forest structure. Nodes in the forest are represented by a judge-supplied label if available,
otherwise the text of the first instance associated with that node.
Judges can select multiple instances in the left panel (they are required to adhere to
the input standard of semantic equivalence) and initiate the algorithm described in the
previous section. The system automates the insertion, prompting the human coder as-
needed for the judging tasks. In the case of the similarity prompt, a list the five existing
idea nodes with the highest automatically-generated similarity score to the new node are
provided as suggestions.
To facilitate this, they may sort the instances according to the cosine similarity metric.
By default, the instances are sorted according to the clustering provided by the correlation
clustering algorithm, with larger clusters near the top. No explicit delineation between clus-
ters is given. In practice, this clustering and sorting functionality dramatically increased
the rate of coding for the first third to half of a brainstorming corpus, after which the
similarity function could no longer identify semantically meaningful relationships between
instances.
The application also allows for some transformation operations on the forest to allow
judges to correct any errors made in the judging steps of the algorithm. These operations
include introducing new artificial nodes, re-parenting, and removing nodes or instances
from the forest. These were introduced after judges described frustration with having
to re-execute the clustering algorithm when their judgment regarding a single semantic
relationship had changed. For example, to return to the example at the beginning of this
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Figure 4.2: Clustering wizard
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section, a judge may determine that the “travel” element of “travel jewelry case” represents
a stronger semantic link than the jewelry aspect, and move the corresponding node from
under “jewelry” to under “travel case”. These multiple-generalization relationships were
not exceedingly common, but do suggest that it may be appropriate in future work to
consider expanding the idea forest concept to allow multiple parents.
4.3 Validity of idea forests
The cluster forests are large data structures, and determining validity poses a similarly
oversized challenge. Having multiple judges code the entire data set requires extensive
amount of time, and even were two judges to produce a coding, there is no pre-existing
inter-rater reliability measure for a data structure as described. This section describes a
novel simulation-based method used to verify the semantic validity of the data structure.
First, I adopted a random-sampling approach to determine error rates for each constraint
that the forest should satisfy. Following this, I simulated the impact of these errors on the
data set when conducting analysis.
4.3.1 Estimating error rates
Disambiguating creative ideas is a difficult task that results in some disagreement between
disparate judges. That said, there are four constraints which should hold in a complete
idea forest. These constraints are reproduced from Section 3.3.2:
1. equivalence: All instances mapped to an idea node should be semantically equivalent.
2. generalization: For each idea, any instance from any ancestor idea should be a gen-
eralization of an instance from that idea.
3. common parent: For two instances from two ideas, if those instances share a common
property, those instances should have a common parent, or one is the parent of the
other.
4. non-equivalence: For two instances from two different nodes, those instances should
not be semantically equivalent.
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To quantify the validity of the data set, I first had to estimate the probability of any
of the constraints being violated. This can be decomposed into two parts. Constraint 1 is
considered only in the context of a single node. Constraints 2-4 assume that constraint 1
holds, and then evaluate relationships between nodes rather than single nodes.
To estimate the probabilities of these errors, I generated random pairings of idea nodes
from each idea forest. A subset of instances for each node selected are evaluated for
violating of constraint 1. Then, the pairings themselves are evaluated for each of constraints
2-4. This evaluation takes the form of a judging task in which judges are recruited who
did not participate in the coding process. Each judge is considered to be oracular, so the
set of violations they identify can be treated as an upper bound on the error rate in the
data set.
To generate the set of pairings to be examined by the judges, nodes are binned based on
the idea mass of that node and all its descendants. Because most idea nodes are associated
with very few instances, it is likely that a completely random sampling of idea nodes would
be composed primarily of these small nodes. However, it is expected that nodes with high
idea mass would have the most influence on any statistics or modeling. To compensate for
this, nodes are binned based on idea mass, and 10 pairings are sampled from each pairing
of bins. I fixed the number of bins at 5, both because larger counts resulted in sparse bins,
and for the logistical consideration that the number of judging tasks per judge increased
as a function of the number of bins. A visualization of this binning of node pairings for
one idea forest is given in Figure 4.3.
As demonstrated in the figure, all pairings of all nodes are assigned into bins based on
the idea mass of each of those nodes. However, when sampling pairings, only half the space
is sampled, as it is symmetrical. 10 pairings are sampled from each of these bins. From
these, the judging task is assembled. Each judge is given a subset of the sampled pairings
and asked to choose from multiple-choice responses which can be interpreted to identify
violations. The instructions given to the judges follow:
For each of the following questions, you will be presented two groups of three
ideas each. Each idea was given in response to this brainstorming task:
(question text)
First, for each group, put a small X beside any idea that is not the same idea as
the others (with allowances for rephrasing). If none of the ideas are the same,
mark them all with Xs.
Then, mark one of the 5 options for relationships between group 1 and group 2
of ideas.
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Figure 4.3: Binning idea node pairings based on the idea mass of the node and its descen-
dants. Equal samples are taken from each square in the shaded space, as it is symmetrical.
The example given is for the iPod dataset.
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Following the instructions, the judges received a series of node pairings printed in three
parts. The first and second parts listed a random sampling of instances from the first and
second node respectively. The third part gives a list of possible relationships between the
nodes. For example, a task for the turk question:
Group 1:
[ ] alerts when new HITs available
[ ] text when new hit available
[ ] Being able to install apps that alert when certain HITs come available
Group 2:
[ ] Updates for mobile app should not be mandatory but recommended
[ ] ability to turn off auto update
Relationship between groups:
[ ] group 1 ideas are generalizations of group 2 ideas
[ ] group 2 ideas are generalizations of group 1 ideas
[ ] group 1 and group 2 are unrelated
[ ] group 1 and 2 are related, but not the same, and neither is a generalization
of the other
[ ] group 1 and group 2 are the same
Each judge for the same question was also given a set of 10 common pairs to compare,
as a means of computing inter-rater reliability.
For the first two questions, a constraint violation is recorded for each checked box. For
the relationship question, constraint violations occur if the relationship identified by the
judge and the relationship in the idea forest are non-equal. Rules for determining if a
constraint is violated are summarized in Table 4.1. Note that the third checkbox in the
relationship question does not explicitly reference a constraint; it is merely the negative
case of the generalization and common parent constraints.
From these violation judgments, the error rate for each constraint can be estimated.
Each combination of constraint and bin pairing is modeled as a Bernoulli random variable
with an uninformed beta prior. In the first two questions (Group 1 and Group 2), each
checkbox is a Bernoulli trial for the equivalence constraint and the associated bin. In the
latter question (Relationship between groups) each is a Bernoulli trial for each of constraints
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constraint violation conditions
generalization The judge selects that either group is a generalization of
the other, or the idea forest implies one is an ancestor
of the other.
common parent The judge selects that the nodes should have a common
parent, or the nodes have a common parent in the idea
forest.
non-equivalence The judge selects that the nodes are identical
Table 4.1: Violation conditions for constraints
constraint judges pairs equivalence generalization
turk 5 37 0.12 (0.10, 0.14) 0.06 (0.02, 0.09)
forgot name 3 49 0.22 (0.19, 0.26) 0.02 (0.00, 0.05)
iPod 5 40 0.04 (0.02, 0.05) 0.03 (0.01, 0.06)
charity 3 50 0.06 (0.04, 0.07) 0.03 (0.01, 0.06)
constraint judges pairs common parent non-equivalence
turk 5 37 0.06 (0.03, 0.10) 0.01 (0.00, 0.03)
forgot name 3 49 0.14 (0.08, 0.20) 0.02 (0.00, 0.04)
iPod 5 40 0.08 (0.04, 0.13) 0.02 (0.00, 0.04)
charity 3 50 0.13 (0.07, 0.19) 0.01 (0.00, 0.02)
Table 4.2: Idea forest error rates
2-4 in the bin pairing associated with the node masses. A violation of the constraint is
considered a success.
A separate survey was conducted for each question. Judges were recruited from the
University of Waterloo graduate student population. The number of judges per condition,
pairs examined per judge, and resulting error rates (over all bins) are given in Table 4.2.
HDIs for the error rates are given in brackets. Note that although the error rate is reported
over all bins, per-bin error rates are used in error simulations. They are omitted in the
interest of brevity. These violations assume the correctness of the judges in the case of
disputes, thus the resulting error rates may be higher than what is actually represented
in the data set. This over-estimation is exacerbated by the user of uninformed priors for
underpopulated bins. For example, the largest bin pairing in the iPod question has only 3
node pairings for which no judges recorded an error, but this data is insufficient to overcome
the prior.
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Following the judgment task, the posterior Bernoulli parameters are taken as estimates
for:
P (Ei|b1, b2)
Where
Ei = A random variable taking the value 1 if constraint i is violated (4.1)
b1 = the bin of the first node in a pair (4.2)
b2 = the bin of the second node in a pair (4.3)
4.3.2 Simulating error impact
The purpose of establishing error rates for constraints is to estimate the impact of errors
in the idea forests on the quantitative analysis in the following chapter. When performing
quantitative modeling of the corpus, I repeatedly generate manipulations of the idea forests
by simulating the changes necessary to fix errors in accordance with the discovered error
rates.
For models and hypotheses (which will be identified as they are presented below),
statistical tests are run 11 times — once with the cluster forest as produced by the coder,
and ten times using permutations of the cluster forest produced by simulating corrections
to errors according to these empirically derived error rates. Then, the analysis comments
on the number of times the same quantitative finding occurs in the forest permutation as
in the original forest.
The full algorithm for tree permutation is given in Figure 4.4, but it is briefly discussed
here. First, for each node in the tree, each instance in that node is inserted into a new idea
node with probability P (E1|b1).
After this, for each node in the tree, the probability of error for each of constraints 2-4
given the node bin is estimated (P (Ei|b1)). This is computed by marginalizing P (Ei|b1, b2).
The error rates for node pairings must be marginalized in this way to prevent an exponential
counting of errors; if changes were simulated for each node pairing instead of each node,
each node’s position would be “corrected” by the simulation up to n times.
A random value is sampled to determine if an error occurs with probability P (Ei|b1).
If so, an error type for the node is randomly sampled from the marginalized distributions,
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with the probability of no error being 1−∑i P (Ei|b1). The cluster forest is manipulated
to simulate a correction of the error. For example, if the sampled error was of constraint
2 (a parent node was not a generalization of its child), the child node would be removed
and placed into its own new tree.
The resulting forest is of the same form as the original, but has undergone transforma-
tions similar to those that would be required to fix errors with prominence described by the
computed error rates. An example of how idea forests are transformed by the random error
simulation is given in Figure 4.5. In this figure, the original iPod cluster forest is shown,
along with three permutations of the forest resulting from the error simulation algorithm.
It can be seen that the permuted forests contain new, sparse but wide trees, a result of
the relatively high common parent error rate. The algorithm results in many new parental
relationships being introduced, connecting small trees into sparse trees with greater depth.
Throughout the remainder of this work, I will refer to the results of models and hypoth-
esis tests both in terms of primary results and results under error simulation. The latter
refers to the number of times the model parameter or hypothesis test retained the same
outcome under the cluster forest simulated error permutations described in this section.
In the case where model parameters are examined rather than the performing of a specific
hypothesis test, it is verified that the mean posterior parameter of interest remains within
the credibly interval of the posterior parameter distribution in a tree with simulated error.
4.4 Summary
This section has described the methodological approach for data capture and analysis in
this work. I provided a method and tools for the construction of idea forests and defined
a methodology for establishing the validity of associated statistical findings.
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1
2 f o r each node ( n1 ) in f o r e s t :
3 f o r each in s t anc e i in n1 :
4 x = random f l o a t from 0 to 1
5 i f x < P(E 1 | | n1 | ) :
6 i n s e r t i in new node n2
7 i n s e r t n2 at root o f idea f o r e s t
8
9 f o r each node ( n1 ) in f o r e s t :
10 i f n1 has a l r eady been de l e t ed :
11 cont inue
12
13 x = random f l o a t from 0 to 1
14 f o r i = 2 to 4 :
15 p e r r o r i = P( E i | | n 1 | )
16 i f x < p e r r o r i :
17 n2 = g e t e r r o r n 2 ( n1 )
18 i n t r odu c e e r r o r (n1 , n2 , i )
19 x −= p e r r o r i
20
21 func t i on g e t e r r o r n 2 (n1 , i ) :
22 x = random f l o a t from 0 to sum over j (P( E i | | n 1 | , j ) )
23 f o r j = 1 to t o t a l number o f b ins :
24 p e r r o r i j = P( E i | n1 . bin , j )
25 i f x < p e r r o r i j :
26 re turn random node sampled from bin j
27 x −= p e r r o r i j
28
29 func t i on i n t r odu c e e r r o r (n1 , n2 , i ) :
30 i f i == 2 : // g e n e r a l i z a t i o n c on s t r a i n t
31 i f n1 and n2 are connected :
32 choose random node n3 along chain from n1 to n2 ( exc lud ing the h i ghe s t
ance s to r )
33 remove n3 from i t s parent
34 e l s e :
35 randomly parent n1 to n2 , or v ice−versa
36 e l s e i f i == 3 : // common parent c on s t r a i n t
37 i f n1 and n2 share an ance s to r :
38 choose random node n from n1 , n2
39 choose random node n3 along chain from n to that ance s to r
40 remove n3 from i t s parent
41 e l s e :
42 get root o f n1 and n2 , n1r , n2r
43 c r e a t e new node n3
44 parent n3 to n1r , n2r
45 e l s e i f i == 4 : // non−equ iva l ence c on s t r a i n t
46 merge n1 and n2 , randomly s e l e c t i n g which parent to keep
Figure 4.4: Error simulation algorithm. |n| refers to the bin for node n.
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(a) original (b) permutation
(c) permutation (d) permutation
Figure 4.5: Example permutations of an idea forest. The upper-left forest is the original
data set. The remaining three forests show the forest after it has undergone a randomized
simulation of error corrections.
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Chapter 5
The quantitative modeling of
brainstorming
5.1 Introduction
Two of the primary outcomes of interest for brainstorming are quantity and novelty. Based
on the idea forest representation described in the previous chapters, quantity is measured
as the discrete number of ideas produced as disambiguated by idea nodes, while novelty
is measured as the o-score of an idea node. These measurements enable this chapter, the
body of which makes up the major contributions of this thesis.
The goal of this thesis has been to establish baseline models of brainstorming activity in
microtask marketplaces. In this chapter, models for the brainstorming outcomes of quantity
and novelty will be introduced. Models in this context serve multiple purposes. In this
thesis, the posterior parameters of the models on the collected corpus will be examined to
make inferences as to the properties of brainstorming in microtask marketplaces. These
properties directly address open questions in crowd brainstorming task design.
To extract this information, however, models first had to be derived such that they
described both the process of brainstorming and the outcomes accurately. Thus, the models
in this chapter should not be taken as one-off constructions to derive a single finding,
but rather contributions in themselves which can now be applied in future brainstorming
research as a mechanism for testing for statistical differences in outcomes.
I will first briefly describe notation and guidelines for the models following. Then,
the models will each be motivated and described in detail. Statistical tests of the poste-
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rior parameter distributions of these models will be used to understand the properties of
brainstorming in this medium. Specifically, these models will examine the rate at which
new ideas are generated, the impact of individuals on the brainstorming process, and how
novelty varies as a function of the number of responses given by a participant. I find that
the rate of new idea generation decays, that differences in participant ability can result in
dozens fewer or greater ideas, and that participants generate their most novel ideas after
18 responses. Finally, the chapter will close with a replication of previous brainstorming
findings and a brief survey of the differences in quantitative outcomes observed between
brainstorming prompts.
5.2 Modeling practices
The models and statistics presented in this chapter utilize techniques of Bayesian data
analysis [34]. Model specifications are given as though they describe a deterministic, gen-
erative process for which measurements encode random noise. To describe these models, I
adopt the conventions used by sampling software packages such as Stan [61]. The outcome
variables of the models are conceptualized as random distributions, such that y ∼ N (µ, σ)
should be read as “the outcome variable y is generated by a random process which is
described as a normal distribution parameterized by µ and σ”. Once this process is envi-
sioned and specified in this notation, models parameters are fit to data extracted from the
idea forest corpora using Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) traversal of the parameter
space. The distribution of this parameter space traversal estimates the distribution of the
posterior of Bayes Rule, where the likelihood is specified according to the model definition
and a prior distribution is specified over the parameter space.
In this chapter, these parameter posteriors are used to make inferences as to the nature
of brainstorming in microtask marketplaces. I represent the posterior parameter distribu-
tions in terms of mean and highest density interval (HDI), where the HDI is computed as
all values of the distribution which exceed such minimum frequency, with that minimum
chosen such that the integral over those values exceeds 95%. Models are specified and fit
using the Stan MCMC language and sampler [61]. A concern when using walks of the
parameter space to fit models is convergence. To evaluate convergence, models are fit in
3 chains (independent walks), and the posterior parameter distributions of each chain are
visually validated by their similarity. All the models presented in this chapter meet this ba-
sic criteria for convergence. In general, the model statements in this chapter are limited to
likelihood functions and occasionally the most relevant priors. However, a full specification
of each model including parameter bounds and full priors is given in Appendix A.
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When models are compared, they are combined into a mixture model with a weight-
ing parameter specifying how much each model contributes to the likelihood function. The
posterior distribution of the weighting parameter is examined in consideration of the appli-
cability of the respective models. It should be noted that this approach, though common,
is also controversial in the Bayesian data analysis community for relying on explicit model
comparison as opposed to model expansion [24].
5.3 Quantity models and rate of idea generation
A primary motivation established in the introduction was to design tasks which optimize
the rate of idea generation. It is thus necessary to quantify the number of ideas or categories
generated as a function of progress through a brainstorming campaign. Quantity has been
shown to correlate highly with quality in prior research [9, 52, 51, 59]. Bouchard and Hare
found that the number of ideas generated as group members increased grew linearly [8],
but this is unintuitive as there is an expectation of overlap between brainstormers, and
thus for the rate of idea generation to decay. Modeling the rate of idea generation allows
this intuition to be explicitly tested. It also allows the quantification of the differences in
worker productivity; if some workers are more productive than others, then perhaps tasks
can be designed to improve lower bounds of productivity or filter workers in some way.
Furthermore, if the rate at which the quantity of unique ideas increases can be modeled,
then the impact of later interventions can be quantified in terms of the parameters of these
models.
Given the idea forest data structure established in the previous section, it is fairly
straightforward to quantify idea rate. The number of ideas generated at any point in the
brainstorming process is the number of unique idea nodes of the idea forest for which
an instance has been acquired. The number of categories generated is the number of
unique category trees for which an instance has been acquired. In this section, these
values are considered in the context of an entire brainstorming campaign on a microtask
marketplace. Each condition in the data gathered represents a distinct campaign in which
each participant’s responses are ordered based on time of submission. An example of
campaigns conditioned on question asked is given in Figure 5.1. In this section, the models
introduced aim to accurately represent these campaign lines.
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Figure 5.1: The number of unique ideas as a function of number of instances collected, for
each question dataset.
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5.3.1 Exponential model
It is natural to expect the rate of new ideas to fall over time, and indeed this is reflected in
Figure 5.1. Initially, very few ideas have been collected and every instance received from
participants is very likely to be novel. A participant contributing later is more likely to
propose ideas for which instances have already been received, as the set of ideas received
continues growing.
To test the expectation that the rate of new ideas is dropping over time, a model that
can encode both linear and exponential growth is introduced:
n = scale ∗ xrate
Where n is the number of unique ideas generated, and x is the number of instances
gathered thus far. scale is a linear scaling parameter, and allows the model to encode
linear growth of ideas should that best describe the data. rate is the parameter of primary
interest. If it is 1, then participants generate a number of ideas linear in the number of
instances gathered, suggesting minimal overlap in ideas between participants, a rejection
of our expectation. If it is less than 1, the rate of idea generation falls off over time. It
cannot be greater than 1, as it is impossible for participants to generate more than one
idea per instance.
The derivative of this model describes the rate at which novel ideas are generated as a
function of the number of instances. Note that because rate can be at most 1, the exponent
in the derivative will be 0 or negative, resulting in either constant production of ideas, or
decay that increases exponentially in x.
To account for fluctuations in the number of ideas gathered as a result of variation in
participant abilities, variation in performance between questions, and noise, the model is
extended to sample from a normal variable centered on the true value with an additional
variance parameter σ:
n ∼ N (scale ∗ xrate, σ)
Future models will skip the step of providing a deterministic model and directly intro-
duce a probabilistic model instead. Uniform priors are specified over bounded ranges for
both scale and rate. The ranges were chosen to encompass all values which were conceiv-
able outcomes of the problem domain. For explicit prior distributions, the Stan language
model specification is given in Appendix A.1.
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Figure 5.2: Exponential decay model fit: n ∼ N (scale ∗ xrate, σ)
The solid lines represent the actual number of unique ideas as instances were gathered, for
each combination of question asked and number of instances requested. The dotted line is
the fit model, while the shaded region demonstrates the 95% credible interval of the fit.
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The model was fit to the the data for each campaign, where each question asked and
number of responses requested condition corresponded to a distinct campaign. The result
is given in Figure 5.2. The model converged in all of 3 chains after 1500 iterations. The real
data campaigns, which were used to fit the model, are shown as solid black lines. These
values were generated for each campaign by ordering all instances first by HIT submission
time and then by order in the brainstorming run, and then taking the cumulative idea
count at each point. The dotted line represents the fit model, the shaded region around
which is the 95% credible interval for the fit. Finally, a line representing linear growth is
given along the diagonal.
The fit line and HDI represent the posterior belief in the true underlying rate of idea
generation. Many of the campaign lines fall outside of this. These are accounted for by
random noise generated by the normal distribution. The posterior mean of the σ variable
is 55.15 (HDI 54.30-55.90), which demonstrates the considerable impact of the noise. This
is to be expected, as the model aims to demonstrate the underlying common trend across
all questions without accounting for deviations between questions.
The mean for the rate parameter is 0.86, (HDI 0.85-0.87), confirming the credible
interval does not include diagonal lines, and the hypothesis stating that the growth rate
is linear is rejected. The rejection of the linear hypothesis is also rejected under the error
simulation process in 10 out of 10 simulations. Thus, the rate of idea generation over time
appears to decrease exponentially as a function of the order in which the instance was
received. This supports the intuition that workers generate overlapping sets of ideas, and
in turn motivates deconstructing the influences on this rate decrease and the degree to
which they can be controlled to achieve closer to ideal performance.
Note that this model does not accurately describe the process of idea generation. Sam-
pling from the model would produce a cloud of disconnected points around the fit line,
rather than a set of connected campaign lines.
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5.3.2 Decaying Bernoulli model
The exponential model establishes a belief that the rate of idea generation is non-linear.
However, it does not accurately represent the process of idea generation. First, it repre-
sents idea generation as a continuous process where, at any point in time, the number of
ideas sampled from the distribution can be non-integer or negative. Second, by encoding
the random noise with a normal variable, idea gathering is represented as sampling a uni-
fied mass of ideas at each point in time, rather than consecutive individual ideas as occurs
in the real world. Furthermore, in the case where more than one person participates in
brainstorming, it is expected that each person would have their own effect on rate genera-
tion. The exponential model does not adapt to this reality, as introducing per-participant
rate parameters would result in predictions of the cumulative idea count assuming that all
previous instances had been provided by the same participant. Thus, while the finding of
non-linear growth is valuable, a new model is needed with greater descriptive power and
improved accuracy.
Based on the previous model, exponential decay is adopted as an assumption and the
requirement that a model be able to encode a linear relationship is dropped. Furthermore,
it is desirable to explicitly model rate instead of the cumulative number of ideas. This
allows the model to encode the probability of generating a new response, such that a
different probability can be employed for each new instance if desired. Finally, because
the outcomes on the rate scale are discretely 0 or 1, it is possible to encode the random
elements of the model with a Bernoulli variable rather than a normal:
noveli ∼ Bernoulli(θi)
Where
θi = rmin + e
decay∗i ∗ (1− rmin)
This new model is a decaying Bernoulli model. The probability of generating a novel
idea at each point in time is described by exponential decay as a function of the number of
responses already received. The outcome of interest is whether the ith instance generated
is novel (not represented in instances already received).
The decaying Bernoulli model follows the intuitive understanding of the brainstorming
process. At each step in the brainstorming campaign, the instance received is either novel
(it is associated with an idea for which there is no previous example) or not (another
instance of the idea has already been seen). The rmin parameter is minimum rate of
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idea generation, to which the rate decays asymptotically. This parameter was added as it
became clear that there was insufficient data in the corpora to see the rate of idea generation
drop completely to 0. As with the previous model, uniform priors over conceivable data
values are employed. To recover the expected cumulative number of ideas at instance j,
E[nj], take the sum of the expected values of each of the Bernoulli variables:
E[nj] =
∑
i=1..j
E[noveli] (5.1)
=
∑
i=1..j
θi (5.2)
The model was fit to the the data for each campaign, where each question asked and
number of responses requested condition corresponded to a distinct campaign. The fit
model is shown in Figure 5.3, converging in 3 chains after 3000 iterations each. In this case,
the rate model is fit to the difference in the campaign lines at each instance, resulting in a
sequence in which 1 represents a novel idea. The expected cumulative count is recovered
as described to provide a graphical representation of model fit that is comparable to that
of the exponential model. The model was fit using Stan, and the Stan language model
specification is given in Appendix A.2.
The posterior rate parameter is -0.0103 (HDI -0.0118, -0.0087), which is within the
posterior HDIs for the same model fit under error simulation in 10 out of 10 simulations.
This is consistent with the assumption of exponential decay. Furthermore, because this
model encodes a more accurate representation of the brainstorming process, it is expected
that it better describes the data set.
To test this, the Bernoulli decay model was compared to the exponential model by
combining the two in a mixture model with a mixing component λ over their liklihood.
A full specification of the Stan-language mixture model is given in Appendix A.4. The
posterior of the mixture component was 1.00 (HDI 1.00-1.00) in favour of the Bernoulli
decay model. This HDI excludes 0.5. This implies the Bernoulli decay model better
describes the data gathered. Thus, the model not only encodes a generative process for
idea generation in line with intuition, but this model describes the data at least as well as
the more general exponential model. The increased descriptive power will next be leveraged
to examine the extend to which individual ability affects quantity outcomes.
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Figure 5.3: Bernoulli decay model fit: noveli ∼ Bernoulli(θi),
θi = rmin + e
decay∗i ∗ (1− rmin)
The solid lines represent the actual number of unique ideas as instances were gathered.
The dotted line is the fit model, while the shaded region demonstrates the 95% credible
interval of the fit.
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5.3.3 Decaying Bernoulli with participant parameters
While the improved descriptiveness of the decaying Bernoulli model is an advantage, its
introduction was also motivated by the prospect of encoding the differences between par-
ticipants. It is natural to expect that different individuals generate ideas at different rates.
One individual attempting to game the system may produce 100 very similar ideas, while
another may produce 100 distinct ideas. This variance in worker output is described ex-
plicitly in Chapter 6.
Participant effects are represented in a modification of the decaying Bernoulli model
by introducing per-participant decay parameters:
novelip ∼ Bernoulli(θip)
Where
θip = rmin + e
decayp∗i ∗ (1− rmin)
In this case, decayp represents the decay of participant p’s idea generation rate. The
further below zero decayp falls, the more rapidly the participant’s idea generation rate de-
cays towards the minimum. Intuitively, for each participant there is a different expectation
of their ability to produce an idea that is novel to an existing corpus of N instances. A
hyper-parameter is introduced on the decay parameters, reflecting the prior belief that the
participants’ idea generation abilities will be normally distributed:
decayp ∼ N (µ, σ)
This hyper-parameterization is necessary for the model to achieve convergence. As with
the previous models, uniform priors over conceivable values are used for each parameter,
with the exception of the participant rate parameters for which the normal distributions
provides the prior.
The model was fit only to participants who generated 50 or greater ideas, as fewer
responses were insufficient for the model to achieve convergence. The fit model is shown in
Figure 5.4, for a subset of campaigns. This was done because a single fit for all campaigns
has no meaning since each campaign has different participants. The model converged in
3 chains of 3000 iterations. The model was fit using Stan, and the Stan language model
specification is given in Appendix A.3.
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Figure 5.4: Bernoulli decay with participant parameters model fit:
novelip ∼ Bernoulli(θip),
θip = rmin + e
decayp∗i ∗ (1− rmin)
Given for six question and number-of-instances-requested combinations. The solid lines
represent the actual number of unique ideas as instances were gathered. The dotted line
is the fit model, while the shaded region demonstrates the 95% credible interval of the fit.
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Figure 5.5: Posterior distributions for exponential decay parameters in the decaying
Bernoulli model for the most productive and least productive workers. The bars repre-
sent the 95% HDIs for each distribution. The most productive user has a significantly
larger decay constant, which results in an expected 34 more unique ideas generated out of
100.
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In this model, the fit line is non-continuous (but still contiguous) - different participants
“bump” or “flatten” the rate of idea generation as they contribute. While this model is
less general - it is not expected to always receive participants with a similar distribution of
decay parameters - by examining the posterior distributions of rate parameters, judgments
can be made as to the distribution of “quality” brainstormers. Figure 5.5 plots the posterior
distributions over the decay parameters for the most and least productive participants in
each question condition.
As can be seen by the non-overlapping HDIs, the most productive participant has their
rate of idea generation decay significantly less than the least productive participant. This
means that variations in individual ability account for a significant portion of the variation
in the number of ideas produced. In this case, the most productive participant would
produce an expected 34 more novel ideas in a solo run of 100 instances than the least
productive participant. This gap widens further to 63 additional novel ideas out of 100
when the same participants are contributing to a cumulative brainstorming pool that has
already received 500 instances.
Note that this model fits an exponential decay curve for each participant based on a
subset of that curve, dependent on the order of participants. This may lead to overesti-
mation or underestimation of the decay rate for early or late workers, respectively. In the
future work section, I describe some future models which may circumvent this issue.
These dramatic differences in number of ideas generated from worker to worker demon-
strate that there are significant gains to made in performance. One approach is to create
designs that push poorer workers towards higher performance. Another is to filter work-
ers based on their ability to generate ideas. This thesis does not test these possibilities,
but provides evidence that the current naive practices employed in crowd ideation are
inefficient.
5.4 Idea novelty
Novelty was the second brainstorming outcome of interest defined above. In the introduc-
tion, one of the stated goals of this thesis was to understand when participants generate
their most novel ideas. This has direct implications for the design of brainstorming tasks:
it informs how many responses should be requested from workers, and the number of work-
ers to recruit. Previous work by Parnes found that participants generated higher quality
ideas in the second half of a brainstorming run [51]. This inspires the approach to novelty
examination in this section: novelty is examined as a function of order in a brainstorming
run to identify similar phenomena.
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Figure 5.6: Mean idea o-score as a function of position in brainstorming run. Smoothed
with a window size of 5.
Novelty is quantified as o-score, a measure of the prominence of an idea relative to the
size of the data set. The o-score is defined on (0, 1) with a higher score corresponding to
a more novel idea or category. Figure 5.6 shows the mean and standard error of idea o-
scores as a function of position in brainstorming runs across all corpora, with an averaging
window of width 5 on the order dimension for smoothing.
There are two elements of immediate interest in the figure. The first is the high lower
bound on mean o-score, with scores all above 0.99. This indicates the high number of
distinct ideas in the dataset. As suggested by the idea forest visualizations in Chapter 4,
there are a huge quantity of singleton or near-singleton category trees which make up a
negligible portion of the idea mass of the forest. Since the o-scores subtracted from one
must sum to one, the quantity of ideas pushes the o-scores into this constrained range.
The second element of note is the clear upward trend: as they proceed through their
brainstorming run, participants generate more novel ideas — ideas that are less common
in the idea forest. However, this increase seems to plateau after a certain point. In this
section, this plateau is envisioned as a symptom of a change in strategy by participants
over time as they were forced out of their comfort zone. To capture this belief in shifting
outcomes, I applied a mixture model, in which one model for the expected novelty of ideas
gradually gives way to another. I found the distribution of o-scores at each point in a run
was best described by beta distributions. Thus, two random beta variables are introduced
from which an o-score is sampled. The mixture weighting of these models is a function of
the position in the brainstorming run. This mixture model is defined as:
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oscore ∼ beta((1− h(x) ∗ α1 + h(x) ∗ α2, (5.3)
(1− h(x) ∗ β1 + h(x) ∗ β2) (5.4)
Where h(x) is the function describing the mixing between the two models. Based in the
belief that the o-score grows over time before plateauing, a naive mixing function entails
increasing the mixture component linearly over time towards the second model until it
completely replaces the first:
h(x) =
{
x/s : x < s
1 : x ≥ s
Where s is a model parameter representing the point at which the second model com-
pletely defines the distribution of o-scores, and is a parameter in the model to be fit. A
uniform prior over (1, 100) was used for the s parameter, while the beta distributions were
re-parameterized in terms of the mean and total prior count, as described in Gelman et al.
[23].
This model was fit using Stan (the full model specification in Stan language is given in
Appendix A.5). The resulting model converged in 3 chains in 6000 iterations. The fit is
given in Figure 5.7
The resulting mean for the s parameter (the point at which idea stop increasing in
novelty) was 18. The HDI was (14, 24), the bounds of which include neither 0 nor 100,
suggesting that the distribution of novelty is better described by a mixture model than a
constant. Furthermore, the second model produces significantly more novel ideas, suggest-
ing that the novelty of ideas does increase over time. This result is surprising in that it
suggests that participants do not run out of novel ideas, but rather run out of common
ideas after which they reach a period of extended novelty.
This split point found under error simulation falls within the (14 , 24) HDI in 8 of 10
simulations.
As a result, I am able to present an empirically-derived guideline for those perform-
ing brainstorming tasks on microtask marketplaces: to receive the most novel ideas, ask
participants for at least 19 responses.
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Figure 5.7: Fit of idea novelty mixture model. The shaded region represents the HDI for
the split parameter
5.5 SIAM Replication
In Chapter 2, I made reference to the SIAM model by Nijstad and Stroebe [47]. Under
this model, idea generation involves the repeated activation of images, from which several
ideas are generated in sequence. These images were compared to the category trees of the
idea forest, and each idea generated to instances in the sequence of brainstorming runs.
In this section, that relationship is explored by examining two hypotheses from the SIAM
model and their applicability in the context of microtask marketplaces. This replication
provides a first demonstration of the similarities and differences between traditional and
crowd brainstorming. While each hypothesis holds, they vary in effect size.
5.5.1 Category changes
SIAM suggests that individuals will generate ideas from an idea category until they exhaust
that category, at which point they will switch to another category. This is re-expressed as
the hypothesis that an idea from one category should be more likely to be followed by an
idea from the same category than would be expected if ideas were generated independently
of preceding ideas. The corresponding null hypothesis is that an idea in the same category
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is no more likely to be generated than would be expected by random chance. Category
changes can be detected in the context of the idea forest — two consecutive ideas in a run
that have no path between them in the idea forest (i.e. are in different trees) represent a
category change.
I model the probability of this category change with a Bernoulli random variable:
s ∼ Bernoulli(θ)
Where s is defined for each sequential pair of instances as a success if they belong to
the same category tree, and θ is the success probability parameter. A uninformed beta
prior is used for θ. It should be noted that there is a minor violation of an independence
assumption in the Bernoulli sampling. It might be expected that a participant already in
a chain of riffs on the same idea would be more or less likely to give an idea in the same
category than someone giving an idea for the first time. However, this violation is not
addressed in Nijstad and Stroebe’s model, so independence is assumed.
If this credible interval for θ does not contain the probability of two consecutive in-
stances in the same category assuming random chance, then the null hypothesis can be
rejected. To determine the probability of two consecutive instance categories ci, ci+1 being
the same by chance, two simplifications are made. First, p(ci = a|cj = a) = p(ci = a). This
follows from the specification of random chance; all instances are sampled independently.
Also following from this specification is the simplification p(ci = a) = p(cj = a), as if
instances are generated by random chance then order has no effect. Thus, the probability
of the same category occurring in consecutive instances is:
p(ci = ci+1) =
∑
a∈categories
p(ci+1 = a, ci = a) (5.5)
=
∑
a∈categories
p(ci = a)p(ci+1 = a|ci = a) (5.6)
=
∑
a∈categories
p(ci = a)p(ci+1 = a) (by the first simplification) (5.7)
=
∑
a∈categories
p(ci = a)
2 (by the second simplification) (5.8)
Fitting this model with an uniform beta prior (using an analytical solution rather
than a sampling approach), the posterior mean for θ is 0.21 (HDI 0.20-0.22). For the
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brainstorming corpus across all questions, p(ci = ci+1) = 0.03. This is well below the lower
bound of the θ HDI, allowing the rejection of the null hypothesis that category-following
is no more likely than would be explained by random chance. This finding held in 10/10
error simulations. This is consistent with the findings of Nijstad and Stroebe, and supports
the concept that individuals work within categories of connected ideas and do not generate
uniformly random ideas. This finding supports the idea that the SIAM cognitive model of
alternative image activation and idea generation phases applies in microtask marketplaces
as well.
5.5.2 Idea generation time
The second hypothesis presented by Nijstad and Stroebe is that the time it takes to generate
an idea should be longer when changing semantic categories than when generating ideas
within a category. To test this, I modeled the distributions of time spent for category-
changing and within-category instance generation.
The time spent to generate an instance in brainstorming runs was experimentally deter-
mined to be well described by a log-normal distribution. Though it makes intuitive sense
that participants would take more time to generate ideas later in a run, no observational
evidence was found for this effect, and so order of generation was not accounted for in the
models. Instead, a simple log-normal model was fit for idea-generation time:
tc ∼ lognormal(µc, σ)
Where c ∈ {between-category,within-category}, tc is the time to generate an instance
in the corresponding condition, µc is the mean of the log-normal for the corresponding
condition, and finally σ is the standard deviation of the log-normal. As usual for unbounded
parameters, a uniform prior over credible values was used.
The model was fit for both within-category and between-category consecutive instances,
the result of which is given in Figure 5.8. The full model specification is given in Ap-
pendix A.6. Sampling converged across 3 chains in 1500 iterations. The mean for time
within-category (µwithin-category) was 9.81 (HDI 9.75-9.88). The mean for time between-
category (µbetween-category) was 10.36 (HDI 10.36-10.42). As visible in Figure 5.8, these HDIs
are non-overlapping, with between-category idea generation taking significantly more time.
This relationship holds in 10 of 10 tests under error simulation. Between-category instance
generation took an average of 0.57 seconds longer than within-category. This is inconsistent
with the Nijstad and Stoebe finding of 6-12 seconds. This suggests that some property of
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Figure 5.8: Fit of idea generation time for between-category and within-category idea
generation. The upper panel is the histogram of data and the resulting log-normal distri-
butions. The lower panel shows the posterior sampling distribution of the µc parameters.
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brainstorming in microtask marketplaces either reduces the impact of category-switching
or increases the cost of generating each idea. Further work is necessary to distill these
influences.
5.6 Between-question comparison
The models described above are baselines for comparison, and were fit with all of the data
available from each question gathered. A question of primary interest is how these models
react to differences in the question asked. Guidelines established for the rate and novelty of
brainstorming sessions are useful, but must be informed by influences that result from the
questions. In this section, I briefly examine the rate model in the context of the different
question conditions.
Figure 5.9 is the fit of the Bernoulli decay model for each question, with the shaded
regions representing HDIs. All parameter priors, chain and iteration settings were the
same as the original model, except that the posterior parameter means for the all-question
fit were used as parameter initializations for the individual question models to speed up
convergence.
The model fit demonstrates the differences in quantity outcomes between different
brainstorming prompts. The charity campaign results in significantly more unique ideas
as a function of instances, while the forgot name campaign results in significantly fewer.
Despite this, the high-level trends identified across-questions are maintained within each
question. Specifically, each question campaign is subject to decay and does not grow lin-
early, and as shown in Figure 5.5, each question shows significant differences in participant
performance.
It is far more difficult to disambiguate the reasons for these differences in quantitative
performance. What differentiates one question from another? Zagona et al. [71] propose
three kinds of brainstorming tasks. Do these provide an adequate causal explanation for
difference in performance? The problem of deconstructing brainstorming questions, and
the causal link between these deconstructions and quantitative performance is beyond the
scope of this thesis. What I have established in this section is reasonable evidence of two
things.
First, that the models proposed produce similar high-level findings when applied to data
from different brainstorming questions. This provides evidence for the generalizability of
these models and suggests that they are representative of structures inherent to microtask
marketplace brainstorming.
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Figure 5.9: Fit of Bernoulli decay model for rate of idea generation, between questions.
The lines represent the cumulative idea count as a function of number of responses received
for the fit model. The shaded regions represent the HDIs for each question.
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Second, that these high-granularity similarities are complemented with parameter-
granularity differences that are significant. These differences may be grounded in a quali-
tative deconstruction of the questions, but further work is needed.
5.7 Summary and Discussion
In this chapter, I established three models for the rate of idea generation. The fits of these
models to the brainstorming corpus contribute to solving the open problems in brain-
storming task design. In particular, the Bernoulli model with exponential decay provides
evidence that the rate of idea generation is non-linear, and that individual variation in
brainstorming ability is significant and results in dramatic differences in the quantity of
generated ideas. This distinction in individual ability motivates future work to identify
the abilities of potential brainstormers early to maximize output, either by filtering work-
ers or designing interventions. This model was also applied to make comparison between
questions, and though the high-level properties of the model fits remain the same, there
are significant differences in brainstorming outcomes.
A model of the novelty of ideas generated over the course of a brainstorming run
was introduced, founded on the idea that participants shift between two strategies of
brainstorming. It was found that participants shift fully to the second, more novel mode
after their first 18 instances. This provides a simple design guideline for use by both
practitioners and researchers.
Finally, models were constructed to examine two of the hypotheses proposed by Nijstad
and Stroebe [47] in the context of microtask marketplaces. It was found that both held;
participants were more likely to generate two ideas from the same category than they
would by random chance, and it took longer to generate ideas between-categories than
within-categories.
While the statistical inference in this chapter is a major contribution of this thesis, the
models themselves are also of value. As demonstrated in the decaying Bernoulli model
with participant parameters, these models can be used to make explicit statistical tests.
In this thesis, a parameterization was introduced to explore the difference in rate between
participants. Future research that introduced interventions or interactivity to a crowd
brainstorming task could similarly utilize these models to test how those changes impact
quantity, rate and novelty. For example, asking a worker to take breaks might increase the
minimum rate of idea generation, while an explicit training session could decrease the rate
of decay for the least novel participants.
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These quantitative results aid understanding of how brainstorming behaves in a micro-
task marketplace. However, understanding why these are the properties of crowd brain-
storming requires a qualitative understanding of how participants brainstorm. The next
chapter will introduce a taxonomy of brainstorming strategies that provide a first step in
this process.
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Chapter 6
Qualitative strategies of idea
generation
6.1 Introduction
In addition to the measures of quantity and novelty, I am also interested in what makes
brainstorming responses qualitatively different from one another. In the past, research has
focused on metrics such as realism and practicality. In this chapter, I focus more on the
problem of idea generation as a process. An understanding of how an idea is generated in
addition to what makes it more or less desirable can inform the design of brainstorming
tasks. In addition, if different processes for generating ideas manifest in different artifacts,
then by understanding these artifacts there is a potential for interactive brainstorming, in
which a system responds to the worker’s input of ideas.
This chapter describes a qualitative analysis of the brainstorming corpus established
in Chapter 3. Open coding methods are applied to identify trends in brainstorming runs.
The result of this coding is a taxonomy of strategies, plans or rules that are used by
participants to generate brainstorming responses. Examples of each strategy are given, as
well as descriptive statistics for the prevalence of these strategies in a random sampling
of the data set. This chapter closes by discussing potential applications for the strategy
taxonomy.
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6.2 Coding for strategies
The quantitative models in the previous chapter form the backbone of this thesis. However,
it is likely that the extensive corpus of brainstorming responses also includes valuable
qualitative information. For example, before any qualitative coding had begun, it was
hypothesized that it might be possible to identify personas of participants, such as the
“Eager beaver” and “Lazy turker” personas identified by Bernstein et al. [6]. Qualitative
labels might then be related to the quantitative outcomes of participants’ runs. Obtaining
any qualitative understanding of the brainstorming data was a difficult challenge due to
the remote nature of microtask marketplaces. Participants could not be directly observed.
Instead, a data-driven open coding approach was taken.
I selected the iPod data set to code because it represented the largest set of participants
and was, at the time, the only corpus of brainstorming responses that had been encoded as
an idea forest. I selected 30 random brainstorming runs (5 from each task length condition).
Entire runs were sampled rather than individual instances because they provide information
regarding the temporal relationships between instances. The results of the within-run
novelty model and the SIAM replications in Chapter 5 suggest that this temporal ordering
has influence on the kinds of ideas generated and their novelty.
As an initial coding strategy, I separated the 30 runs into categories based on subjec-
tively evaluated metrics including length of instances, linguistic complexity of instances,
creativity of instances, and prevalence of riffing. However, no clear personas of brain-
stormers emerged from these categorizations, attempts to establish personas resulted in
large overlaps, and the categorizations themselves changed dramatically when different
runs were sampled and re-coded. Furthermore, metrics based on the relationships between
small subsets of runs (such as riffing) were providing the justification for discriminating
between runs, instead of qualities derived from the holistic run. Based on this intuition
that the discriminating qualitative factors between runs were based on factors larger than
individual instances but smaller than the holistic run, the goal of attaining personas was
abandoned.
Instead, a new open coding was performed that emphasized the relationships between
instances. Each run was examined in temporal order, and labels were assigned as relation-
ships between instances were noticed. This process was repeated iteratively until no new
relationships were identified. For example, one of the early iterations focused on identifying
instances which were riffs on previous instances in the run. A later iteration identified a
distinctions between responses that utilized specific details of the brainstorming prompt
versus those that solved more general problems. In subsequent iterations, relationships
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that had already been identified were not coded for again, in favour of identifying new
relationships that were parallel and distinct. Finally, after several iterations in which no
new strategies were identified, another 30 randomly selected runs (5 from each condition,
1150 instances total) were selected and coded in an identical iterative fashion. No new
relationships were established with this second set of runs. Each of the final identified set
of instance relationships was re-defined as a strategy, a plan or rule that would produce
relationships of that type.
6.3 Strategy taxonomy
A strategy is a plan or rule, that is used by a participant to generate one or more brain-
storming responses. I identified three strategy categories, each of which can be employed
with or without any of the other strategies in the course of a brainstorming run:
1. Problem scoping is a process in which a participant chooses a limited implication or
component of the problem and provides multiple solutions.
2. Riffing is similar to the quantitatively established measure of idea re-use described
in Chapter 3, but also qualitatively apparent in the data.
3. The partial solution strategy entails creating an idea that requires further idea gen-
eration to meet the requirements of the brainstorming prompt.
Each strategy is discussed first at a high level, and then decomposed into various sub-
strategies which are variations on the primary theme.
6.3.1 Problem scoping
Problem scoping is a transformation of the brainstorming problem into a new problem.
Solutions are generated which are applicable regardless or in spite of details given in the
original problem statement. A rule of thumb for identifying problem scoping is to consider
how much the details of the problem specification could change such that the instance is
still a valid solution.
For example, many transformations of the iPod problem were observed. These include:
brainstorm uses for an audio output device; brainstorm uses for a hard drive; and so on. A
selection of responses from Participant 270 (P270) can be used to demonstrate the concept:
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• have them as a resource on public transportation – people must supply their own
headphones
• use them in museums to give information on various installations
• have cities install them in tourist areas, so people can listen about where they are
The participant’s responses satisfy a re-scoped version of the original problem: “brain-
storm uses for an audio output device”. Any instance which provides a solution to the
transformed problem also provides a solution for the original problem.
Different transformations of a problem define a continuum of corresponding solutions.
All solutions rely on some subset of the details in the problem. However, two levels of
problem scoping were particularly prelevant in the iPod data set. The first is focus scoping.
Focus scoping transformations reduce the scope of the problem by focussing on a single
detail from the original problem statement. The previous responses, which respond to a
question where the only remaining detail is audio output, are an example of focus scoping.
Responses generated by focus scoping are applicable to the transformed problem, but not
applicable to any problem which changes the critical detail of interest.
The other common type of scoping is defocus scoping. Defocus scoping involves trans-
forming a problem by stripping explicitly-stated details to solve a more general class of
problem. Consider the original problem statement of the iPod question:
Many people have old iPods or MP3 players that they no longer use. Please
brainstorm N uses for old iPods/MP3 players. Assume that the devices’ bat-
teries no longer work, though they can be powered via external power sources.
Also be aware that devices may *not* have displays. Be as specific as possible
in your descriptions.
The explicit details of this problem are:
• the device provides audio output
• the device needs external power
• the device may or may not have a display
A defocus problem scoping would encode none of these details. An example of a defocus
transformation of the iPod problem is “brainstorm uses for a physical object”. For example
(P301):
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• doorstop
• use in abstract art
Virtually any stated detail of the original problem could be changed while still main-
taining the applicability of the above solutions. For example, the iPod could be replaced
with an old pair of shoes, audio playback could be replaced with the ability to summon
elephants from thin air, and it doesn’t matter that the object has functionality that is
enabled by a supply of electricity.
Some responses employ no scoping whatsoever. These responses utilize the device
exactly as it was intended, as a portable MP3 player. For example, “get it fixed and give
it to a needy kid” (P89).
6.3.2 Riffing
Riffing is a strategy in which a new instance is generated as a manipulation of an instance
earlier in the brainstorming run. These ideas need not be consecutive, and in fact often are
not. I identified four ways in which riffing was generally manifested: generalization riffing,
repeat riffing, hold riffing, and continuation riffing.
Generalization riffing
Generalization riffing occurs when a participant generates two or more ideas and one is a
generalization of the other. For example, two consecutive ideas given by P130:
• brick
• building material
In this case, iPods could be used as bricks in construction, but the participant then
expands upon this concept by suggesting that iPods could substitute for a larger class of
building materials. He or she provides a second answer which encompasses the first. Of
course, generalization riffing can also occur in the opposite direction, in which the turker
begins with a general concept and then provides specific instantiations.
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Repeat riffing
Repeat riffing describes a process under which a participant exhaustively identifies per-
mutations of a response by replacing a limited portion of the response, generally a single
term. These replacements could all be summarized by a single concept. For example, some
responses from P151:
• extract usage data
• extract texts
• extract gps data
In this case, all three ideas could be summarized with “extract data”. The object
of the idea statement is exhaustively substituted with items from a restricted category.
Identifying repeat riffing requires some subjective evaluation to determine whether the in-
stantiations add information or simply enumerate the obvious shape of an implied solution
space.
Hold riffing
Hold riffing is a strategy in which participants hold at least one element of a previous
response constant when generating a new response. Unlike repeat riffing, hold riffing
examples always introduce additional information not encoded in the source idea, and the
portion of the response held constant may not be summarized by repeated phrasing. For
example (P130):
• Jukebox music selector in bars
• Commercials in bar bathrooms
• Tapper handles for beer
In this example, the setting of the application is held constant between all ideas: a
bar. Another realization of hold riffing holds language terms or phrasing constant between
unrelated ideas. For example (P230):
• We could use the hard-drives inside for different electronics.
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• We could use them in place of rocks (to throw at things, to use in pavement.)
In this example, the participant may be using the common phrase “we could use” as a
prompt to more easily flow into an idea. Notably, while the repeated phrasing is similar
to that identified in repeat riffing, the second response provides a solution that is distinct
from the first, as using the device hard drive does not naturally imply using the device as
a substitute for a rock.
Continuation riffing
Continuation riffing is the strategy of creating another idea that cannot be understood
without the context of the previous. For example (P252):
• I suppose you could just grind them down into a sand
• You could take the sand... and put it in an hourglass
Without the context of the first idea, it is unclear what the sand in the object of the
second idea phrase is. This type of riffing is exclusive to ideas that encode an explicit plan
of action, as in the responses that could be decomposed into “steps” in Taylor et al. [62].
Continuation riffing is often related to the partial solution strategy described below, as a
set of continuation riffs may encode an entire solution when each instance alone does not.
Spatial separation
In the process of identifying riffing strategies, I encountered some surprising characteristics.
I expected most riffing to occur between consecutive instances, where a riff on an idea
directly followed the source idea. I call this kind of riffing consecutive riffing.
However, many riffs came further away in the run from their source idea. I call these
riffs reach-backs. Reach-backs occurred throughout a run, with participants as likely to riff
on an old idea as a more recent one.
Finally, some participants pair their riffs. Paired riffing is a special case of consecutive
riffing in which only a single riffed idea is produced. For example, paired repeat riffing
from P276:
• cut up and use to decorate shoes
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• cut up and use to decorate vase
I comment on this phenomenon in particular because of its surprising frequency. Some
participants would riff almost exclusively in pairs. In Chapter 3, the median length of a
chain of riffs derived from idea forests was 2, supporting this finding. It remains an open
question why participants are willing to provide derivative versions of their own responses
in small groups, but do not further exploit this strategy to minimize time spent and thus
maximize reward.
6.3.3 Partial solutions
Under the partial solution category of strategies, responses provide some elements of a
solution to the problem, but further idea generation is required to implement the solution.
The following ideas (P277) are all examples of partial solutions:
• use old parts to make a new device
• old parts can use to make something
• create a new device
In these responses, there is a recommendation that a goal of solutions be to produce new
electronics, but it is unclear what would be made, and how it would be made. Four partial
solution sub-strategies were identified: problem scoping without solution, goal without
plan, plan without goal, and passing the problem.
Goals and plans
In many cases, a problem solution can be broken down into two components: a goal that
is to be achieved, and a plan of action to achieve that goal. In the context of the iPod
problem, goals are end-uses for the old iPod or MP3 player, while a plan of action would
be a sequence of steps to transform the old broken hardware into something that could
fulfill that end-use.
In some responses, an end goal has been established, but executing the goal requires
additional information. Essentially, there is no plan of action to achieve the goal. We call
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this strategy goal without plan. The responses that begin the partial solution section are
examples of the goal without plan strategy.
Conversely, the plan without goal strategy gives an action to be taken without estab-
lishing the purpose or end goal of that action. Plan without goal is demonstrated in these
responses (also from P277):
• melt down old parts
• see what old parts are usable
In this case, the operations of melting down the device or checking for working parts can
be performed, but don’t provide any obvious benefit. There is a plan of action, but no
goal.
Responses that do not have an explicit goal or plan may nonetheless imply one. For
example, “throw it in the ocean” (P89) has the implied goal of disposing of the broken
device. Similarly, an idea can have an implied plan, as in the answer “use it as a doorstop”
(P259), in which no transformation of the device is necessary. These cases are subjectively
evaluated by the coder based on the ability to easily and naturally justify the plan, or fill
in the plan for a goal.
Problem scoping without solution
Above, I described the problem scoping strategy, in which participants provide solutions to
a transformation of the original problem. Occasionally, the transformation of the problem
is the only information provided in a response. I call this strategy problem scoping without
solution.
For example, a response to the iPod problem from P64: “Remove glass screen to make
something”. In this case, the participant has provided a scoping transformation of the
problem (“What are uses for a small, rectangular piece of glass?”) but has not actually
provided a solution to the scoped problem. The transformation in itself is a useful lens
through which to examine the problem, but if a requester was to receive only this response
they could not implement it.
Pass the problem
Finally, responses in the pass the problem sub-strategy of partial solutions relocate the
need for idea generation to a third party. These responses from P277 provide an example:
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strategy # instances % of instances
focus scoping 267 23.2
defocus scoping 828 72
no scoping 55 4.8
hold riffing 278 24.2
continuation riffing 3 0.3
repeat riffing 119 10.3
generalization riffing 48 4.2
any riffing 448 39.0
pair 108 9.4
reach back 129 11.2
scoping without solution 3 0.3
passing the problem 69 6
plan without goal 58 5.0
goal without plan 58 5.0
any partial solution 188 16.3
Table 6.1: Prevalence of brainstorming strategies in sampled runs
• give to non-profit that can benefit
• give to an organization that has the knowledge to use these devices
In this case, a third party must determine what to do with broken MP3 players. Other
examples of passing the problem could involve requesting the assistance of an expert or
deferring the problem to a later time.
6.4 Strategy use
In this section, the prevalence of each of the identified strategies is discussed. The results
of the second coding exercise of 30 runs (5 from each condition, 1150 instances total) are
examined for prevalence of strategies and descriptive statistics are given. The prevalence
of each strategy is shown in Figure 6.1, while Table 6.1 describes their prevalence as a
function of the total number of instances in the set of runs.
Defocus scoping is by far the most common strategy, occurring in 72% of instances.
This is particularly surprising, as it suggests that most of the ideas participants have for a
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Figure 6.1: Presence of strategies
brainstorming prompt are not optimally suited to the problem. Alternatively, it suggests
that when given a brainstorming problem, participants provide solutions not only to that
problem but to a more general class of problems. This may enable the cross-applicability
of responses to one brainstorming prompt to another. For example, a requester looking to
brainstorm uses for an old pair of shoes may be able to request fewer responses to their
direct problem and borrow defocus scoping solutions from the iPod problem.
Riffing is also very common, with 40% of instances employing some form of riffing. Riffs
are most often consecutive, and hold riffing is the most common type. The prominence
of hold riffing may be more of an effect of its definition than the prominence of a specific
strategy; it functions as a catch-all for any riffs that do not fall under the other categories.
Partial solutions are fairly uncommon (16.3%), and most often involve missing either
a goal or a plan to fully specify a solution (10% together). It is of interest to determine
if partial solutions are a result of lack of effort on the part of the participant, or a lack of
realization that the response is not fully implementable.
Continuation riffing and scoping without solution are the least common strategies, each
with only 3 instances.
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strategy 5 10 25 50 75 100
focus scoping 2 5 11 23 29 44
defocus scoping 3 3 8.5 27.5 39.5 41
no scoping 3 5 9 18 22.5 20.5
hold riffing 3 8 12.5 24 44.5 57.5
continuation riffing — — 18 4 27 —
repeat riffing 4 7 2 25 49.5 45
generalization riffing 4 4 11 29.5 34 30
pair 3.5 7.5 12.5 25.5 40 33.5
reach back 3.5 6 11 29.5 40 47.5
scoping without solution — — — 13 — 53
passing the problem 1.5 — 14.5 40 35.5 60.5
plan without goal — — 6 18 38.5 30
goal without plan — 3 2 15 11 29
Table 6.2: Median position of strategy in run as a function of number of ideas requested
6.4.1 Strategy location
It is also of interest to consider where in a brainstorming run the strategies are more likely
to occur, as this could provide information to motivate on-line interventions based on any
implied phases of brainstorming. Table 6.2 gives the median position of each strategy in
brainstorming runs as a function of number of responses requested.
The distributions of strategy occurrence across position in run tend towards uniform.
The notable exceptions are problem scoping and reach-backs. There are fewer occurrences
of focus scoping strategy later in brainstorming runs. This suggests that participants run
out of ideas that highlight a single component of the brainstorming problem, and are
forced to employ defocus scoping. When considered in light of the Chapter 5 claim that
participants generate their most novel ideas late in a brainstorming run, this suggests that
this burst of novelty may be explained by a shift towards solutions to defocus scoped
problems.
The amount of riffing increases with position. This suggests that participants are utiliz-
ing their old ideas to seed their new ones as they run out of the responses. However, these
riffed responses are still highly novel (again as shown in the previous chapter), suggesting
that participants riff late in their runs by “filling out” existing category trees.
These speculations need to be verified by future research before they are employed to
generate design recommendations. However, they do suggest that the change in novelty
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of responses may be in part explained by a change in the types of strategies employed,
particularly a shift towards defocus scoping and increased riffing. If participants are in fact
generating ideas later in their brainstorming runs that solve a different class of problems
than those in the early parts of their runs, these differences must be examined in the
context of how they impact the desireable outcomes of brainstorming.
6.5 Applications
Strategies provide an alternate means of measuring brainstorming outcomes. Discrete
quantities of ideas are an ideal measure, but they require disambiguating semantic mean-
ing, which is a process difficult to automate. Strategies may be more easily detected,
particularly when they are the product of relationships between ideas. For example, de-
tecting repeat riffing does not necessarily require a complex semantic understanding of
ideas; edit distance may be a sufficient metric.
Furthermore, strategies may provide useful descriminants for comparing participants.
As discussed in Section 5.3.3, participants vary in the novelty of their responses. Nov-
elty measures like o-score cannot be evaluated on-line, or in isolation, as they rely on the
collected response pool of many participants. In contrast, one can imagine detecting strate-
gies as a worker brainstorms and intervening in the brainstorming process to promote or
demote strategies.
Another potential application of this strategy taxonomy is to filter ideas for manual
examination by requesters. Examining a large pool of ideas requires huge overhead, as ev-
idenced by the extensive methodological considerations introduced in Chapter 4. If brain-
storming runs could be automatically labeled with strategies, a filter could be constructed
which returned only one response from each pair riff, or specifically selected non-partial
solutions.
Finally, a taxonomy of brainstorming strategies allows task designers to proactively
suggest strategies to participants. If certain strategies are found to produce higher quality
responses, a brainstorming system could respond to pauses in productivity by suggesting
one of those strategies. For example, forwarding an older response of the participant’s and
asking them to perform a hold riff operation.
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6.6 Summary
This chapter presented a qualitative analysis of a corpus of responses to brainstorming
questions. It identified strategies of idea generation that were evident in that corpus,
and described the prominence and locations of those strategies within brainstorming runs.
Finally, potential applications of brainstorming strategies were identified. In particular,
strategies present an alternative to uniqueness-based measures of brainstorming runs, with
the advantage that they can be evaluated and considered in an online environment without
knowledge of other brainstormers, and are furthermore more tractable to classify automat-
ically.
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Chapter 7
Discussion
7.1 Introduction
Idea generation is a prerequisite to completing creative tasks. Thus, if as a research com-
munity we intend to use the crowd and microtask environments to complete creative tasks,
we must solve the problems of idea generation in this environment. My own introduction
to this problem came when designing a crowd workflow for a creative problem. Prior work
has yet to generate set of guidelines or heuristics for designing idea generations tasks. In
an ideal world, we could submit an algorithm a brainstorming question, a budget, and
perhaps a handful of evaluation criteria, and receive a brainstorming task that returns a
list of unique ideas ordered by quality. This algorithm would need to construct an ideal
task, solicit workers to respond, coordinate and collect responses, and interpret these re-
sponses to extract pertinent metrics. However, there are many problems which must be
solved before even a poor approximation of such an algorithm could exist:
• What is the design space of a brainstorming task?
• What is the design space of a brainstorming prompt (the question to which the worker
must provide answers)?
• How many ideas should be requested from each worker?
• How many workers should be be asked for ideas?
• Who should be asked? How can appropriate brainstormers be identified?
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• How much should workers be paid for this kind of task?
• What is the stopping criteria for gathering responses? Can this be evaluated auto-
matically?
• What is the evaluation criteria for responses? Can this be evaluated automatically?
• What information should the task expose to the worker?
• Should the task respond to the worker? If so, how?
Of course, as these pragmatic questions are considered and addressed, theoretical ques-
tions inevitably join the fray:
• How do workers brainstorm differently in microtask marketplaces than other envi-
ronments?
As is the habit of research questions, each of these could be explored in sufficient depth
to compose a thesis. In this thesis, I have addressed some of these questions to a greater
or lesser degree. For example, in Chapter 5, it was suggested that workers should be asked
for at least 18 ideas apiece, and Chapter 3’s idea forests provide a solution for a small part
of the problem of evaluation criteria. However, where I have not been able to explore in
depth, I have had the opportunity to briefly examine these questions in the context of a
large brainstorming corpus. In this chapter, I will address a subset of these questions in
the context of my experience.
7.2 Design space of brainstorming prompts
When iteratively designing questions for the study, there were a few properties which
seemed to consistently improve response quality:
• Adding constraints reduces the space of possible responses and as a result may push
brainstormers out of their comfort zone into genuinely novel territory more quickly.
For example, the turk question was changed to specifically request features for a
mobile app, which exclude simply improving payment. Providing more context, as
with changing the charity question to refer to a specific institution, improves the
validity of ideas (i.e. vastly reducing the proportion of “bake sale” responses).
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• Eliminating obvious possibilities prevent them from dominating the results. For ex-
ample, in the charity question, eliminating donation pages, merchandise, web adver-
tising, and so on.
• It is useful for the worker if they have an obvious evaluation function, or way to
assess the quality of a response by the same criteria the requester will use. Despite
the tenet of deferred evaluation, brainstormers still self-filter, and for this reason it is
better to have the evaluation function explicitly known. Often, this can be implied
by the question itself. For example, in the forgot name question, it’s self-evident that
the evaluation function would be the strategy’s chance of both learning the name
and avoiding discovery. The turk question was modified to ask for app features that
would “improve the worker’s experience” — an evaluation function the workers are
uniquely suited to predict.
In Chapter 5, I briefly discussed differences in the rate of idea generation between
questions in the study. The forgot name question generated far fewer distinct ideas, while
the charity question generated significantly more. In contrast, the number of categories
generated per instance is fairly constant across conditions. I propose that these differences
are explained by a phenomenon I call “decorating”. In this sense, decorating is slightly
permuting an idea such that the new idea encodes enough new semantic information to be
distinct, but not enough that it belongs to an entirely different category.
In the case of the charity question, it is simple to vary an idea about selling merchandise
to sell sweaters instead of shirts, or bumper stickers instead of mugs. I am not suggesting
that participants decorate their own ideas in a form of riffing, but rather that certain
responses have such a wide possibility space of decorations that participants are unlikely
to overlap in the combinations they choose. In contrast, the forgot name ideas have fewer
available decorations; there are fewer types of people you could ask for the subject’s name
in a social scenario than there are kinds of merchandise you could sell to raise money.
Despite this concept of decorations, the rate of purely orthogonal design elements (i.e.
categories) seems constant between ideas. The rate of proposing new categories in brain-
storming tasks may have fairly tight variance, even with the expected fluctuations from
individual to individual. The decoration concept also explains the significantly different
idea counts while allowing for a fixed expected overlap in undecorated ideas from partici-
pant to participant in spite of the prompt. Essentially, certain questions provoke responses
that can have many distinct permutations, while other questions do not. I suspect that dec-
orating can be identified in an early sampling of responses, and once a threshold is reached
for decorations of a particular base idea, it may be valuable to re-issue the brainstorming
task specifically prohibiting that idea.
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7.3 Optimizing the number of ideas requested and
workers recruited
In the course of this work, workers were asked for at most 100 ideas. It was surprising to
find that even at this high value, there were not significant qualitative differences in the
types of responses received. Furthermore, the more responses gathered per worker, the
greater the proporties of unique ideas and categories. This rule held generally, but a few
particularly high-productivity turkers in the 75 responses condition were able to raise the
performance in that condition to dominance. The rule of thumb seems to be to ask for
as many ideas as possible — it would be interesting to test if this can possibly hold in
the degenerate case of gathering all responses from a single worker. Notably, there was an
increase in early abandonment (submission of the task without completing all responses)
in the 100 response condition, but it was not significant.
7.4 Identifying appropriate brainstormers
One of the prerequisites to proper brainstorming identified by Isaksen [28] is that the
participants have sufficient expertise in the problem domain. The questions used in this
thesis were selected in part because it was assumed that most workers would meet this
expertise requirement. However, as the evaluation phase of this research began, it became
clear that in the case of the charity question, the judges could not evaluate the expertise of
the workers, for they themselves had insufficient experience coordinating charity efforts. In
hindsight, it is clear that this problem is not unexpected but should in fact be common: if a
requester has insufficient expertise to solve a problem, it is likely they also have insufficient
expertise to evaluate solutions and the workers producing those solutions.
There are two approaches to solving this problem. The first is to evaluate workers in
ways that do not require domain expertise. The second is to identify a source of domain
expertise that can be used for evaluation. This latter approach is most common in previ-
ous work, in which expert judges are employed to rate ideas (and by proxy, workers), or
additional crowd workers are solicited to provide rating by consensus. The problem with
both of these methods of obtaining expertise is that they do not scale, requiring either
employing expert judges or soliciting additional workers by an order of magnitude.
We are left with the first approach, which necessitates finding good evaluation metrics
for worker quality without domain knowledge. This could be done by evaluating responses
for reading comprehension level, searching for overlaps in vocabulary with expert sources
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(for example, overlap with Wikipedia articles on the problem domain), and so on. One
approach I feel is particularly promising is to look at how a participant’s responses change
over time with respect to various similarity metrics. Over the course of this thesis, it
seemed that responders with a high variety in their responses also demonstrated significant
expertise.
Finally, there is the potential to avoid the problem altogether. It is possible that
requesters can leverage demographic and qualification information about workers to selec-
tively provide tasks to appropriate workers. An expanded taxonomy of credentials and
associated tests could be leveraged automatically by requesters, but as of the present re-
sources are insufficient.
7.5 Payment
In this thesis, a rate of 3.5 cents per response was paid to workers. This value was selected
to equate to $7 per hour at the mean rate of idea generation identified in early pilots. Lower
values were experimented with in those pilots that were more closely tied to market values.
While I performed no explicit tests on how this change in payment affected outcomes, it
is notable that paying market rates resulted in several workers using the feedback field
of the HIT to admonish the researchers for unfair pricing. I consider it likely that this
general dissatisfaction led to a lower quality of response. These impacts need to be closely
examined, and I caution against determining prices strictly as a function of market forces,
which seem to drive towards exploitation in microtask marketplaces.
Despite the fixed per-idea reward, it seems turkers prefer HITs with high absolute value.
The inverse statement, that turkers dislike low absolute value HITs, is also supported by
experience in this study; fewer than 100 workers were willing to accept HITs to brainstorm
five responses, with the rate of HIT acceptance dropping over time. This suggests that this
study was able to very quickly exhaust the population of available workers (keeping in mind
the population was limited to US residents). This is a problem which has vast implications
for the long-term viability of microtask marketplaces. As more and more solutions are
proposed which leverage crowd intelligence, it will become increasingly important that
tasks are designed to be both competitive for attention and economically efficient.
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7.6 Stopping criteria
In their straightforward form, the stopping criteria for a crowd brainstorming problem are
simply when all available funds have been expended such that they maximize the number
of ideas produced. However, I am particularly interested in the ways that problems can
be solved when we consider not “what are the ideas we received”, but rather, “what is the
form of the idea space”. Intuitively, when ideas are collected in a brainstorming task, each
response is a sample of the space of possible ideas. By modeling this idea space, we can
instead decide when to stop gathering based on how well we understand solutions to the
problem. For example, collection could be stopped if all collected responses were co-located
and restarted with another prompt. Or, ideas could be collected until there is sufficient
information to begin generatively producing new ideas. Furthermore, it cannot be expected
that the properties of idea spaces for different questions are the same. Thus, selecting a
number of instances to request and strategies for requesting them a priori of any collection
is unlikely to ensure a good representation of the space of ideas. Ten samples of an idea
space containing five equally-represented ideas may be sufficient, but if there are ten or
more ideas in the space, it is unlikely the sampling will given an accurate representation.
This could lead to missing the great idea that would best solve the problem.
The expectation beginning this work was that it would be inexpensively possible to
exhaust the idea space for a problem on Mechanical Turk. In the language of the rate
models in Chapter 5, the hypothesis was that the rate of new ideas generation would decay
asymptotically to zero, and reach zero within an affordable number of instances (around
1000 instances, or $35 at the rate paid). In contrast, it was found that while the rate of
ideas did decay to an asymptote, this was non-zero. This suggests that given time, workers
will generate an infinite number of ideas in response to a question. The reasons for this
may be grounding in the problem scoping introduced in Chapter 6. If this infinite growth is
related to the transforming of a question, it may be that responses to the specific question
posed do converge more quickly. Identifying problem scoping and modeling the rate of
non-scoped responses is a first step to teasing out this relationship.
Other kinds of convergence criteria may be viable with less work up front. For example,
one could stop collecting ideas when there is a low probability than any “big” ideas (ideas
that fill some minimum portion of the idea space) have been missed. For example, after
collecting 100 instances, there is a 0.6% chance that an idea representing 5% of the idea
space has been missed. This kind of thresholding approach only works if the outcome of
interest is ensuring the identification of popular ideas.
Another approach would be to extract dimensions of solutions, and stop when the num-
ber of dimensions either converges or the rate of generation drops below some threshold.
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A simple version of this would treat each vocabulary word as a dimension, and add di-
mensions when a word has been seen at least twice. It might be possible to use techniques
such as Principle Component Analysis to further disambiguate dimensions that result from
combinations of words.
7.7 Evaluation criteria
Measurement is by far the most difficult problem in researching creativity. Beyond the
lack of a unified definition for the hybrid measure of creativity, obtaining scores for even
its sub-components can be a challenge. For example, assessing utility requires predicting
the outcome of a success function. When done with human judges, simple differences in
interpretation have dramatic effects. A definition of utility which encompasses realisticness
will produce a different score than one which does not. Similarly, a definition of realisticness
can encode economic cost or can refer to adherence to the laws of physics. These are
measures normally evaluated by judges, but access to expert judges is not a reasonable
expectation for requesters on a microtask marketplace.
Several attempts at judge-based techniques for outcome scoring were attempted in the
course of this thesis. The classic approach of rating ideas on ordinal scales was impractical.
First, inter-rater reliability (IRR) was low, and discussion to resolve this reliability deficit
often devolved into efforts to explicitly define ambiguous measures. Even had this method
resolved into a reliable measure, I have doubts that the results could be replicated without
an extensive training session conducted by the original coders. Second, even in earlier
pilots, the high overlap of ideas in instances resulted in significant back-tracking during
the coding process to ensure consistent ratings.
Another technique attempted was testing for statistical differences between conditions
by randomly sampling instances from each condition and having judges identify an or-
dered relationship between those instances. For example, an instance from the 10-response
condition and one from the 75-response condition would be compared by a judge with
respect to originality, realisticness and quality. These judgments also had low IRR, which
we attributed to the lack of ability to specify an equivalence relationship. The statis-
tically significant differences identified did indicate that generally conditions requesting
more responses resulted in more novelty, but the ordering was neither strong nor complete.
I think it is unlikely that there will be any near-term judge-free method for assessing
outcomes other than novelty. However, novelty measures can be harnessed to drastically
reduce the set of responses that have to be evaluated by judges. Beyond that, I think there
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is potential for judging tasks that have individuals rank ideas for a metric rather than
provide absolute scorings. An iterative cycle of these rankings in which the worst ideas are
dropped at each step could provide a set of the “best” ideas more consistently than scale
techniques.
7.7.1 Measurement with machine learning
In the course of this thesis, I regularly attempted to apply machine learning principles
to reduce the reliance on judges. This may be the first concerted effort to do so in the
context of disambiguating brainstorming responses. Unfortunately, these techniques were
not successful enough to constitute meaningful contributions to this thesis.
The problem of entity resolution is well-documented. In the context of brainstorming,
it turns out to be horribly expensive. Most entity resolution and clustering algorithms
require a similarity metric between ideas. Several similarity metrics were attempted in
the course of this work. The best, derived from traversal distance in WordNet between
instances, gave only 0.16 Pearson correlation with a similarity metric derived from the
judge-created idea forests. The natural response given the crowd-focused nature of this
work is to appeal to the crowd for entity resolution. I tested this approach by implementing
Wang et al.’s CrowdER [65], but found that performing a full disambiguation with the
crowd was financially intractable. Furthermore, the results were not of a quality sufficient
for this work.
Even with a perfect similarity metric, the value of clustering techniques for disam-
biguation is questionable. Brainstorming instances are overlapping in semantic content
and come in multiple levels of generality. A perfect clustering would need a mechanism for
enforcing a consistent level of generality between clusters, a problem so difficult even with
human judges that it necessitated an explicit hierarchical structure in this work.
It seems the best course for automation moving forward is to focus on metrics that
can skip the disambiguation step. Disambiguation is incredibly valuable, as in most of
our datasets there were roughly half as many semantically meaningful ideas as their were
instances. However, there are opportunities with novelty metrics in particular for auto-
matic derivation and labeling. Some potential approaches are proposed as future work in
Chapter 8.
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7.8 Information and interaction — interventions
One core element of the task design in this work was to provide Osborne’s rules of brain-
storming. However, I am not convinced these rules had a significant impact on the quality
of results. Specifically, not many ideas were combinations of other ideas in runs, and the
principle of deferred evaluation may actually reduce overall quality. My intuition is that
this is a result of the qualitative differences of brainstorming in a microtask environment:
workers are being paid to complete the task. The first impact of this is that workers have
no reason to be engaged with or motivated by the problem itself. The second impact is that
deferred judgment actually incurs cost in this context. Since each idea must be paid for to
guarantee production (this is evidenced by the low quantities when asking for any number
of ideas, and the lack of use of the free-form section at the end of the task), every poor
quality idea necessitates another idea solicitation. Explicitly condoning deferred judgment
is thus at best uneconomical.
In addition, I must note the overwhelming positive response to the brainstorming HITs
by workers. We regularly received feedback stating the task was fun — it may be that
creative task HITs have an inherent competitive advantage against more mundane tasks
such as labeling the transcribing. However, the workers would also regularly apologize for
submitting HITs early and put significant effort into providing the remaining requested
responses through email and other channels, despite the explicit statement in the task that
reward would not be withheld for ethical reasons. I am concerned that this outpouring
of goodwill was an explicit result of the task design, namely that the HIT stated a clear
academic affiliation. It would be invaluable to understand exactly what impact academic
affiliation has on result quality in this study and others.
Osborn’s rules and academic affiliation make up the two divergent properties of the
brainstorming task in this thesis from those commonly employed. However, there are many
proposals for variants to brainstorming tasks which could improve results in one dimension
or another. I propose the best approach for development is interactive brainstorming,
brainstorming tasks that respond to the worker’s input of ideas. For example, a task could
identify a participant performing repeat riffing and propose an alternative strategy. While
these interventions are an interesting component of the brainstorming task design space, I
did not employ them explicitly in this work. Thus, I leave further speculation on potential
manipulations of task design to future work in Chapter 8.
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7.9 Theory of brainstorming
The most surprising finding of this work was that novelty, a proxy for quality, behaved
in the opposite of the way expected. Rather than decrease over time as people expended
their best ideas, novelty increased over time. In fact, it appears that brainstormers spend
many of their first responses giving ideas that are from a common, “obvious” pool of ideas.
In fact, over 50% of instances in the first 5 of a run are examples of the top 5% of ideas. It
seems that asking for more responses actually pushes workers out of this comfort/common
zone, at which point they branch off and explore different corners of the space of possible
ideas. I liken this to the “burn-in” period before meaningful results common in sampling
and iterative optimization techniques.
This exploration goes multiple ways. Rarely, there is the genuinely novel and thoughtful
responder, who generates 75 or 100 high-quality ideas that make the rater exclaim “I
want to implement this solution”! Often, the ideas take an element of the outrageous
and unrealistic, though even absurd ideas contain an element of usefulness in inspiring
orthogonal solutions. However, the most common strategy for generating ideas past the
burn-in period seems to be changing the scope of the problem as described in Chapter 6.
There were also several unexpected behaviours in how workers chose to approach ques-
tions. Initially, task time was limited proportional to the number of responses requested.
However, very quickly workers provided feedback that they wanted a significantly higher
time allotment. It became clear that this was because many of the workers were accepting
high-reward HITs for completion later. It is important to note that there is a culture of
hunting for the highest-value tasks and claiming them for later completion. This became
even more apparent in common responses to the turk question asking for mechanisms and
policy changes to mitigate this behaviour and more evenly distribute high-reward work.
Workers would leave tasks open for long periods, causing spikes in the time to brain-
storm ideas. Often the first ideas would take hours to be generated as workers claimed
the HIT and left it open in the browser, or a spike would be witnessed partway through
the task as workers took a break to do something else. It is unclear how these breaks
impact response quality. Are participants stopping because they want to come back with
a fresh mind and more ideas, or out of boredom? Furthermore, access to the Internet is a
concern, and it may be that workers use these spikes in time to search for inspiration and
information to provide further ideas.
Another artifact observed in the timing is how quickly workers were able to generate
ideas between categories when compared to the time observed in prior work. Switching vs
staying within a category had a difference of less than one second in this work, while prior
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work cited a difference of 6-12 seconds. There are several possible reasons for this. It may
be that workers on microtask marketplaces have demonstrably lower standards for their
own responses, and thus will spend less time cognitively on ensuring the new direction is
valuable. It may be that because workers choose to engage in a brainstorming task rather
than being assigned it, they are likely to be more skilled at ideation.
The burn-in period and delayed fulfillment of HIT requirements both point towards a
distinct theory of brainstorming in microtask marketplaces to that in traditional settings.
These differences in how workers brainstorm almost certainly affect brainstorming out-
comes. Thus, while this work set out to solve pragmatic problems of design, theoretical
considerations will prove a necessary step in that pursuit.
7.10 Summary
In HCI and AI research, it can be commonly said that the goal is to provide mechanisms
by which a user (in this case a requester) can provide the barest representation of their goal
and the system will fulfill it. This thesis derives from these same aspirations applied to the
domain of idea generation for crowd creativity. Fortunately for the continued employment
of researchers (and this grad student), any such system requires solutions to a number of
difficult problems as a prerequisite. This chapter has summarized intuitions as to solutions
for these problems, as collected over a year and a half of exploration in the domain.
With regards to designing brainstorming prompts, it is likely that there exist design
dimensions independent of widely diverging problem domains. Considerations such as
provision of context can be applied to any question, but the possibility of “decorating”
responses must be evaluated on a per-question basis. It seems that asking for as many
ideas as possible and paying as much as possible seems to be the ideal, but it is inevitable
that both of these values will eventually produce degenerating returns — the limits are just
beyond those expected. I think it important to consider stopping criteria in brainstorming
tasks more explicitly, and to explore the expanded domain of problems that can be solved
by understanding the idea space. Evaluation criteria continue to present a phenomenal
challenge, with judge-based techniques likely to remain the state of the art. Finally, the
natural step forward for the design of brainstorming tasks is to introduce interventions. The
most promising avenue is to harness the technological capability of crowd brainstorming
platforms to produce interactive brainstorming systems, which respond to the worker’s
ideas and guide them to improve performance.
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Chapter 8
Future work
8.1 Introduction
It is traditional to offer a brief future work section surveying the direct implications of
research. However, as this is a foundational study, speculation on possibilities, outcomes
and alternatives was inevitable. Thus, this chapter is dedicated to those research items I
wanted to achieve, realized could be achieved, or wish I had achieved in the course of this
thesis. If brainstorming is to be conducted effectively on microtask marketplaces, there is
significantly more work to be done.
In particular, this chapter focuses on work that directly follows from the contributions
of this thesis. Chapter 7 provides a more speculative discussion of the open problems in
crowd brainstorming. The particular problems addressed in this chapter are:
• the expansive space of potential metrics for brainstorming
• opportunities for automating the judge-intensive processes employed in this work
• the need for additional models of brainstorming
• interventions and manipulations of brainstorming tasks with the goal of improving
outcomes
• external validity and generalization
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8.2 Metrics for brainstorming
This thesis has extracted metrics from brainstorming runs in two ways. The first is via idea
disambiguation, and the resulting o-score metric of novelty. The second is via qualitatively-
identified strategies. However, the hosts of ratings scales and metrics across scientific
domains show that it is rarely sufficient to accept an initial measurement technique as
fully descriptive of the phenomena of interest. This section explores a wider domain of
potentially informative metrics, both within and without the labeled corpora provided by
the idea forests.
8.2.1 Exploring the idea forest
The idea forest, unlike more traditional codings of brainstorming data, includes gener-
alization in addition to disambiguation information. In this thesis, disambiguation was
leveraged to provide a metric for novelty, but the idea forest structure has the potential to
provide significantly more information when topology is accounted for.
In Chapter 3, the depth and breadth of category trees were discussed. The depth of a
category tree provides an indication of the levels of detail at which a problem was explored.
The depth of an individual idea node provides a relative measure of generality to its de-
scendants and ancestors, and may even carry some meaning when compared against other
nodes. The breadth of a tree can be measured in several ways, for example as the number
of nodes in a tree, the mean number of hops between nodes, or the longest number of hops
between nodes. Breadth measures provide an approximation for how divergently people
consider a single category, and can be directly compared between category trees. Intu-
itively, depth and breadth measures are analogous to brainstorming outcomes of interest:
specificity, and variety.
Novelty can be derived multiple ways given a labeled cluster forest. Another naive
derivation would simply count an idea’s novelty as its o-score calculated on a per-category
rather than per-idea basis. More complex derivations may encode more information. For
example, one could encode novelty as the sum of the idea masses of a node and its de-
scendants and ancestors, weighted by their distance from the node of interest. This would
encode the concept that an idea with very few instances may be less novel if it is a slightly
more specific instantiation of a more general and popular idea. In contrast to the category
o-score metric, it would not include siblings and cousins of the node in the score.
Any of these metrics may better describe the outcomes of interest in a brainstorming
campaign. Furthermore, the outcomes of interest will no-doubt vary from application to
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application. Idea forests were created in response to a need for disambiguation at scale,
however it is clear that they encode a much more significant body of information that is
worth leveraging.
8.2.2 Other encodings of brainstorming data
Idea forests were chosen for this work because they encoded generalization relationships,
provided a solution for idea disambiguation, and could be created with a coding algorithm
that was tractable for human judges at the scale enabled by microtask marketplaces. One
limitation of ideas forests is their inability to encode multiple inheritance.
Consider the example instances “use the iPod to play music in the bathroom” and “use
the iPod to listen to podcasts in the bathroom” (these instances are fabricated for purpose
of example). It is clear the instances should have a common parent. However, it is unclear
what the local structure of an idea forest would be in this case: would audio playback or the
location of a bathroom provide a higher-level parent? Furthermore, it is likely that nodes
for audio playback and the bathroom location would themselves have divergent parents.
A strictly bipartite graph of dimensions and instances could capture this notion. Essen-
tially, every component of any instance that adds semantic meaning would be represented
by a dimension, and an instance would be represented simply as a combination of those
dimensions. This type of representation would provide new metrics of interest, such as
the rate that new dimensions arise. Furthermore it would be possible to create a limited
generative model of ideas, with new ideas constructed from dimensions similarly to the
process of Latent Dirichlet Allocation for text documents. However, constructing such an
encoding would once again come up against the limitations of machine learning techniques
and human judges, with a necessity for the latter driven by the former and an inability to
scale with thousands of responses.
8.2.3 Components of creativity
The choice of novelty for this thesis was a pragmatic one; capturing creativity as a whole
proved a difficult and ill-defined task. As such, the models and findings presented have a
limited applicability. To further brainstorming research in this environment, other com-
ponents of creativity must be considered. As a brief survey, I re-state those discussed in
Chapter 2: originality, feasibility, elaboration, and flexibility.
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8.3 Automation
Generating this thesis required the substantial up-front cost of gathering and labeling a
10000-response corpus of brainstorming instances. While concepts such as novelty and
uniqueness can be identified with this labeled set, the ideal brainstorming task-generator
described in the introduction of this thesis would be able to automatically identify these
and a spectrum of other metrics without a need for judge labeling. This section explores the
possibilities for automatically arriving at outcomes of interest in brainstorming domains.
8.3.1 Finger-printing
One piece of relatively low-hanging fruit is to fingerprint workers. As shown in Chapter 5,
workers brainstorm at different qualities. A fingerprint would encompass all the informa-
tion that could be automatically detected about brainstorming style, such that it would be
simple to identify that worker again in the future. For example, the prevalence of repeat
riffing could be detected by Levenshtein edit distance, the reading comprehension level of
the worker could be captured, their pattern of time spent to generate ideas, and so on.
One particularly important application for participant fingerprinting is to prevent gam-
ing of the system. In the course of gathering the brainstorming corpus, several cases were
identified in which two response sets from different worker IDs produced nearly identical
instances to the same question. In another case, a participant provided identical instances
as another — but the two HITs were not for the same question. This suggests that some
Mechanical Turk workers are using multiple accounts to maximize revenue by perform-
ing the same task twice, in parallel. Fingerprints of workers could be used to detect this
behaviour quickly and prompt a requester to investigate further.
8.3.2 Similarity without judges
In Chapter 4, I briefly discussed NLP-based methods for assigning similarity scores to
brainstorming instances based on cosine similarity. In this section, I will describe other
techniques for assigning similarity scores between instances.
Edit distance is a simple metric that can capture only superficial similarities between
ideas. However, it can be expected to identify strategies such as repeat riffing with very
high reliability. In the case of brainstorming responses, it could be valuable to consider
edit distance at the character level or the word level.
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The cosine similarity metric used in this thesis is based on bag of words representations
that are stemmed and labeled with part-of-speech tags via WordNet. However, this is
not the only way to encode semantic information. For example, work by Gabrilovich and
Markovich has utilized the massive corpus of semantic information available in Wikipedia
to produce representations of individual words as weighted vectors of their relatedness
to articles [?]. This high-dimensional representation could be used to compute cosine
similarity scores that capture more semantic information.
Another approach for computing similarity would be to consider topologies of related
terms. For example, one instance could be compared to another by considering the mean
distance between terms in those instances, as measured in hops through the WordNet graph
(WordNet encodes relationships between words in a hierarchical topology not unlike an idea
forest). Furthermore, this could be extended to the Wikipedia-based article representation
above. Wikipedia can be considered as a topology of articles in which nodes are connected
if there exist links between them. In this case, a similar number-of-hops metric could apply.
8.3.3 Automated construction of idea forests
Full automated construction of idea forests is likely an intractable problem in the near-term.
However, it may be possible to approximate the metrics derived from an idea forest. In
Chapter 4, correlation clustering was employed to produce an initial clustering of instances.
In this case, the similarity metric employed was relatively weak (cosine similarity of bag
of words) and the implementation of correlation clustering was extremely naive. A better
implementation of correlation clustering and an advanced similarity metric (such as the
Wikipedia-based semantic bag of words described above) could perform significantly better,
especially if the target was to produce a flattened clustering of categories as opposed to
individual ideas. This clustering could then be used as a disambiguation to provide an
estimate of o-score.
8.3.4 Predicting novelty
A much more tractable approach is to directly approximate metrics such as novelty (al-
ternatively, number of unique ideas or categories) rather than construct a disambiguation.
In particularly, I expect novelty could be predicted with some accuracy by examining the
similarity scores between instances in a run. Intuitively, a participant that produces a high
o-score would have corresponding high similarity scores between instances.
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The corpora in this thesis provide a candidate data set for exploring methods to make
these predictions. A feature vector could be constructed that encoded summary statistics
of each of the similarity metrics for the temporally-ordered instances in a run (edit distance,
cosine similarity and topology-based for WordNet and Wikipedia), as well as a few easily-
derived summary statistics of the run as a whole (reading level, number of words, etc).
Then, machine learning techniques for regression such as linear regression or random forests
could be applied to produce a prediction for the novelty of the participant.
This similarity-based approach to regression has several advantages. It does not require
human judges. Furthermore, it is independent of the vocabulary of the problem domain,
and the resulting regressor may even be applicable between-questions.
Such measures do not need a high granularity of accuracy to be useful. If, for example, a
score could be computed between-questions with reasonable (better than random) accuracy,
participants could submit a small batch of instances, have their novelty scores automatically
computed by the regressor in real-time, and participants scoring in the upper quartile could
be offered an opportunity to submit a much larger group of instances for a greater reward.
This filtering would reduce the body of truly poor responses that requesters would need
to filter through, and the threshold for offering further work could be adjusted according
to budgetary requirements and the number of responses sought.
8.3.5 Active learning for presenting ideas
Once a body of ideas has been collected, it still needs to be examined by a human judge for
evaluation and use further in the ideation process. Techniques from active learning could
be applied here. For example, a simple k-means clustering approach could be used, where
the requester labels a subset of randomly selected instances for idea or category, and then
additional ideas for labeling are forwarded to the requester based on uncertainty. Again,
a practical similarity metric would need to be employed. Requesters could continue to
receive and label responses until a pool of satisfying responses had been collected, without
the need to examine the entire data set. Using uncertainty to determine which responses to
show the requester would increase the likelihood that the ideas received are novel (unseen
by the requester so far). An active-learning approach would favour scenarios in which
collection is cheap but there are limited human resources for filtering ideas later.
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8.4 Models of brainstorming
This thesis presented models for quantity and novelty of ideas. Models of these outcomes
were each in a specific context: brainstorming campaigns for quantity, and brainstorming
runs for novelty. The design space of brainstorming outcomes and contexts includes far
more models than could be reasonably explored in this thesis. This section will introduce
a few models that could be particularly valuable.
8.4.1 Improved quantity models
The quantity models in this thesis have weaknesses. Most egregiously, the Bernoulli decay
model with participant parameters estimates a decay curve for each participant based on
a limited subsection of that curve. This is obviously problematic, and is a side effect of the
decision to encode the temporal information regarding the order of worker contributions,
when this temporal information should not impact each workers’ individual contributions.
An alternative model for quantity would generate categorical values for ideas from a dif-
ferent distribution for each worker. The following specification outlines the intent of such
a model:
catp ∼ dirichlet(...)
ideapi ∼ categorical(catp)
The relative value of participants could then be assessed a function of the posterior
category probabilities.
8.4.2 Number of responses requested
In establishing the brainstorming corpora, participants were asked for varying numbers
of responses. The impact of this condition was not examined in this thesis. Figure 8.1
illustrates the number of categories received as a function of the number of instances
received over a brainstorming campaign, split by this condition. There is a near-strict
increase of rate of idea generation as the number of responses requested increases.
This indicates that participants generating fewer ideas are likely to generate the same
idea categories. The 75 condition, which bucks the increasing relationship, may also be
an artifact of outlier participants, as multiple workers in this condition were identified
as having unusually creative responses by researchers. Further modeling is needed to
understand if this relationship is significant and if so, why it exists.
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Figure 8.1: Categories over time for the iPod data
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8.4.3 Dimensions of design
In Section 8.2.2, design dimensions were proposed as an alternative to idea forests. An
interesting property of the rate of both idea and category generation is that they do
not seem to converge; in Chapter 5 a positive minimum on the rate of idea generation
was implied by the Bernoulli decay model fit. In contrast, it is conceivable that design
dimensions would converge to a fixed or slower-growing set, as both ideas and categories
can be conceived of as combinations of dimensions (with a naive count of 2n combinations
possible for n dimensions). It would also, then, be useful to model the relationship between
design dimensions and ideas or categories, to understand whether new ideas and categories
always necessarily encode new dimensions.
8.4.4 Saturation
In Chapter 5, the rate of new idea generation never decayed to zero; there were always
more ideas to be generated. Intuitively, I had expected that it would be possible to reach a
point where the idea pool had been saturated, and the probability of receiving a new idea
was near zero.
In Chapter 6, a taxonomy of brainstorming strategies was given that implies quali-
tative differences between ideas. In particular, it would found that defocus scoped ideas
formed the majority of the responses in the iPod question. It may be that these responses
contribute dominantly to the non-zero growth lower bound. Intuitively, the number of the-
oretically possible ideas that are highly applicable to the specific question asked is much
lower than the number possible ideas for defocus transformed question. A reasonable next
step would be to model the rate of idea growth in the context of responses that do not
employ defocus scoping, to determine if there is any saturation of the theoretical idea pool
achieved in these corpora.
8.5 Interventions
The question I received most when describing this work to researchers was whether I had
examined intervening in brainstorming sessions to change outcomes, as quantified by the
models. With the baseline models now established, it is trivially possible for a researcher
to manipulate the design of the brainstorming task presented in this thesis and compare
outcomes for two of the most well-used metrics of brainstorming output: quantity of ideas
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generated, and novelty. Throughout this work, I and my co-researchers proposed many
such interventions, and I will briefly touch on them here.
First, it is useful to establish the goals of intervening. Throughout this thesis, I have
often presented the ideal brainstorming outcome as a diagonal line representing a 1:1
growth relationship between ideas and instances. This corresponds to no “wasted” idea
generation; each participant’s work is directly contributing new information to the data
set. One reasonable goal for intervention, then, is to close in one this growth rate. Another
goal is to ensure high quality ideas. In this thesis, quality was considered only in terms
of novelty, but one can also imagine intervening to produce ideas that are more realistic,
more practical, and so on.
The following is a brief summary of interventions proposed in the course of this research.
• Feed participants seed responses from other brainstormers. This could increase
growth rate by preventing overlap, or increase quality if ideas are improved upon.
• Detect poor performance in an on-line fashion. For example, detect repeat riffing
with an edit distance metric. This could be used to filter users, or trigger a prompt
to suggest alternative strategies.
• Stronger adherence to brainstorming guidelines. Isaksen [28] identifies several brain-
storming requirements that are not met by the tasks in this work. For example, a
training exercise could be provided to turkers and feedback given before the main
brainstorming task, or ideation could be done in phases.
• Impose constraints on-line. If participants do veer towards defocus scoping, it could
be practical to impose additional constraints in an on-line fashion to improve idea
relevance. For example, in the iPod question, the participant could be asked to take
into account a specific detail (i.e. music playback) for each batch of 10 responses.
• Microtask marketplaces such as Mechanical Turk provide functionality for filtering
participants based on criteria. This could be used to assign credentials that enforce
sufficient expertise for brainstorming problems.
• Dow et al. [17] found that crowd workers performed better when asked to rate their
own work on a rubric. This intervention could easily be tested in the context of an
ideation task.
• Participants could be asked to provide category labels for their own responses, to
identify relationships. This could influence the ideation process, but also opens up
the possibilities for on-line reactions to quantity metrics.
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Ultimately, I find it is as possible to generate hundreds of ideas for brainstorming
interventions as it was for my participants to generate hundreds of uses for an old iPod.
However, it is my belief that interactive interventions, or those which respond to the user’s
input, would be most effective in raising the rate of production to the ideal. Interactive
brainstorming interventions allow the system to directly request the attention of the worker.
This is valuable, given that many workers will skip over instructions in a task. For example,
workers sent messages to the researchers in the course of the study asking that their work
not be rejected (and thus they would not receive payment) despite the HIT explicitly stating
as part of the ethics guidelines that all work would be accepted. Interactive brainstorming
interventions include prompts to change strategies, imposing constraints, and self-rating
or self-labeling by workers.
8.6 Generalization
The goals of any foundational work on a topic must include external validity. In this thesis,
four brainstorming problems were considered to help achieve this goal, but this is of course
insufficient. In this section, future work to aid the generalizability of this work is discussed.
8.6.1 Question domains
All four questions in this thesis asked participants to provide textual ideas to solve prob-
lems. However, the domain of idea generation and brainstorming tasks is much larger.
For example, the chair designing tasks of Yu and Nickerson [69]. A natural next step
for this work would be to consider these alternative domains of ideation and examine the
applicability of the proposed methods and models.
8.6.2 Understanding questions
In Chapter 5 it was shown that the rate of idea generation is different depending on the
brainstorming question asked. This makes intuitive sense, but it is difficult to understand
what exactly about questions contributes to these differences. In particular, it is useful to
know if there are properties of brainstorming questions that affect the qualities of responses
received to those questions.
Three possible examples of properties that may have an impact are: how constrained
the question is; the degree of expertise in the question domain that is expected from the
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participants; and examples given. Ideally, it would be possible to predict a priori of data
capture some of the outcomes of these properties, such that questions could be adjusted
to better achieve desired outcomes.
8.6.3 Comparison to traditional brainstorming
Chapter 5 explored a limited link between normal group and crowd brainstorming by
replicating the predictions of the SIAM model. In this case, the properties of the two
environments seemed alike. However, in Chapter 2, both group and electronic brainstorm-
ing settings were seen to encode their own explicit blocking and facilitating effects on
brainstorming performance.
Brainstorming in microtask marketplaces is qualitatively different from traditional
brainstorming:
• participants are spatially and temporally separated
• they accept HITs with a delay before participating
• they may take long breaks in the process of the brainstorming task
• they choose tasks rather than being assigned to them
• they may be filtered by qualifications
• they have access to the Internet
It is likely that these differences create their own blocking and facilitating effects. Un-
derstanding and modeling these effects is critical to producing strong ideation environments
for microtask marketplaces.
8.7 Summary
This chapter enumerated the avenues for future exploration of brainstorming in microtask
marketplaces. It focused on topics related to the primary goals of this thesis: to establish
models and methods. In brief, this chapter suggests the development of additional metrics
for brainstorming to be explored in a quantitative manor; the automatic extraction of
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brainstorming metrics using NLP and ML techniques; the creation of additional models
of brainstorming; interventions to improve the outcomes of brainstorming by altering task
design; and finally, the additional work necessary to establish the generalizability of the
claims in this thesis.
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Chapter 9
Conclusion
Microtask marketplaces are a natural fit to creative tasks, enabling their automation in
ways that have been until recently impossible. Existing work engaging crowds in creative
tasks has taken the crowd’s creativity for granted, and skipped over questions as to the
nature and effectiveness of crowd workers in this problem domain. There are many open
questions when it comes to the design of brainstorming tasks:
• What is the design space of a brainstorming task?
• What is the design space of a brainstorming prompt (the question to which the worker
must provide answers)?
• How many ideas should be requested from each worker?
• How many workers should be be asked for ideas?
• Who should be asked? How can appropriate brainstormers be identified?
• How much should workers be paid for this kind of task?
• What is the stopping criteria for gathering responses? Can this be evaluated auto-
matically?
• What is the evaluation criteria for responses? Can this be evaluated automatically?
• What information should the task expose to the worker?
• Should the task respond to the worker? If so, how?
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• How do workers brainstorm differently in microtask marketplaces than other envi-
ronments?
This work was a direct response to the lack of satisfying measurement techniques, mod-
els, and guidelines of brainstorming with which work could be interpreted and compared.
I addressed this open research area in three parts. First, idea forests were introduced as
a methodology and evaluation criteria for brainstorming responses at a scale typical of
crowdsourcing marketplaces, where hundreds of participants can be employed. Second,
quantitative models of idea novelty were constructed to make inferences as to the rate at
which new ideas were generated, how individuals affected this rate, and when individuals
generated their most novel ideas. These properties have direct implications for determining
the worker and request counts to design for. Third, I developed a taxonomy of strategies
employed by brainstormers in crowd contexts through a qualitative examination of the
brainstorming corpus, which is a first examination of how workers brainstorming differ-
ently in crowd environments. In this chapter, each of these contributions will be reviewed.
9.1 Idea forests for quantifying brainstorming output
This thesis introduced idea forests, a hierarchical representation of a brainstorming corpus
which encodes generalization relationships between responses and allows for disambigua-
tion of ideas and as a result, measures for quantity and novelty. Traditional methods
for labeling brainstorming data are intractable at the scales enabled by microtask mar-
ketplaces. The construction process for idea forests mitigates this using a tree-traversal
algorithm for constructing idea forests which allows localized decision-making. A 10000-
response brainstorming corpus across four questions was constructed and encoded as an
idea forest, and will be made publicly available as a further contribution of this work. Fur-
ther combating the problems of labeling at scale, a simulation-based method for testing
the validity of claims based on idea forests is given, which can be performed without a
complete parallel coding of a data-set.
The primary contributions of the idea forest structure were to enable the models and
conclusions presented in the remainder of the thesis, and to refine the mechanisms of this
research such that they are available to and repeatable by the research community.
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9.2 The quantitative modeling of brainstorming
This thesis presented models of three properties of crowd brainstorming: the rate at which
new ideas are generated; the novelty of ideas within a single participant’s brainstorming
run; and the properties of semantic category changes in a brainstorming run, as originally
tested by Nijstad and Stroebe [47]. By fitting these models to the brainstorming corpus,
several conclusions are drawn:
1. The rate of idea generation is non-linear, and subject to exponential decay.
2. Individuals are a significant source of variation in the quantity of unique ideas gen-
erated, with productive participants producing dozens more.
3. The novelty of generated ideas increases as participants ideate, reaching a peak after
their 18th instance.
4. Participants are more likely to generate subsequent ideas within the same semantic
category than expected by random chance.
5. It takes longer for participants to generate ideas when switching between semantic
categories.
While these findings are useful, the more valuable contributions of this research are the
models used to derive them, which are the first to be applied in this domain to empirically
derive properties such as an individual’s ability or novelty of ideas over the course of a
brainstorming run. These models can be applied in future crowd brainstorming work to
describe the statistical impact of interventions or be applied in a commercial setting to
assess performance.
9.3 Qualitative strategies of idea generation
This thesis presented a taxonomy of brainstorming strategies that participants employed
to generated ideas, derived from patterns observed in the corpus. These strategies describe
how participants brainstorm in a microtask marketplace environment, and inform potential
future interventions to improve brainstorming task design and processing. Participants
would re-scope the problem to answer transformed questions, riff on old answers by keeping
some element constant, and provide partial solutions which required further ideation to
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resolve the original prompt. Finally, the chapter described potential applications of the
strategy taxonomy, including automatic detection of certain trends, filtering responses, and
proactively prompting users to engage in strategies that are particularly productive.
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Appendix A
Stan specification for models
A.1 Exponential decay model
1
2 data {
3 i n t N; // number o f i n s t an c e s
4 r e a l y [N ] ; // the number o f i d ea s or c a t e g o r i e s r e c e i e v ed up to and in c l ud ing in s t ance
n
5 i n t x [N ] ; // o rd i na l p o s i t i o n o f the in s t ance in i t s cond i t i on
6 }
7
8 parameters {
9 rea l<lower=0, upper=1> r a t e ;
10 r ea l<lower=0> y s c a l e ;
11 r ea l<lower=0> sigma ;
12 }
13
14 model {
15 r e a l mu[N ] ;
16 f o r ( i in 1 :N) {
17 mu[ i ] <− y s c a l e ∗ pow(x [ i ] , r a t e ) ;
18 y [ i ] ˜ normal (mu[ i ] , sigma ) ;
19 }
20 }
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A.2 Decaying Bernoulli model
1
2 data {
3 i n t <lower=0> N; // number o f i n s t an c e s
4 i n t <lower=0, upper=1> nove l [N ] ; // whether the re was a nove l idea at t h i s po int
5 i n t <lower=0> x [N ] ; // o rd i na l p o s i t i o n o f the in s t ance in i t s cond i t i on
6 }
7
8 parameters {
9 r e a l <lower=−100, upper=0> r a t e ;
10 r e a l <lower=0, upper=1> min rate ;
11 }
12
13 model {
14 r e a l theta ;
15 f o r ( i in 1 :N) {
16 theta <− min rate + exp ( ra t e ∗ x [ i ] ) ∗ (1−min rate ) ;
17 nove l [ i ] ˜ b e r n ou l l i ( theta ) ;
18 // inc rement log prob ( b e r n o u l l i l o g ( nove l [ i ] , theta ) ) ;
19 }
20 }
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A.3 Decaying Bernoulli model with participant pa-
rameters
1
2 data {
3 i n t <lower=1> M; // number o f p a r t i c i p an t s
4 i n t <lower=M> N; // number o f i n s t an c e s
5 i n t <lower=0, upper=1> nove l [N ] ; // whether the re was a nove l idea at t h i s po int
6 i n t <lower=0> x [N ] ; // o rd i na l p o s i t i o n o f the in s t ance in i t s cond i t i on
7 i n t <lower=1, upper=M> pa r t i c i p an t [N ] ; // which pa r t i c i p an t provided response
8 }
9
10 parameters {
11 r e a l <lower=−10, upper=0> r a t e [M] ;
12 r e a l <lower=0, upper=1> min rate ;
13
14 r e a l <lower=−10, upper=0> hyper rate mu ;
15 r e a l <lower=0, upper=5> hyper ra te s i gma ;
16 }
17
18 model {
19 r e a l theta ;
20
21 f o r ( i in 1 :M) {
22 ra t e [ i ] ˜ normal ( hyper rate mu , hyper ra te s i gma ) ;
23 }
24
25 f o r ( i in 1 :N) {
26 theta <− min rate + exp ( ra t e [ p a r t i c i p an t [ i ] ] ∗ x [ i ] ) ∗ (1−min rate ) ;
27 inc rement log prob ( b e r n o u l l i l o g ( nove l [ i ] , theta ) ) ;
28 }
29 }
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A.4 Comparison model of exponential decay and de-
caying Bernoulli
1
2 data {
3 // shared data
4 i n t N; // number o f i n s t an c e s
5 i n t x [N ] ; // o rd i na l p o s i t i o n o f the in s t ance in i t s cond i t i on
6
7 // b e r n ou l l i outcome va r i ab l e
8 i n t nove l [N ] ; // whether the re was a nove l idea at t h i s po int
9
10 // exponent i a l outcome va r i ab l e
11 r e a l y [N ] ; // the number o f i d ea s or c a t e g o r i e s r e c e i e v ed up to and in c l ud ing in s t ance
n
12 }
13
14 parameters {
15 // b e r n ou l l i parameters
16 r e a l <lower=−10, upper=0> b ra t e ;
17 r e a l <lower=0, upper=1> b min rate ;
18
19 // exponent i a l parameters
20 rea l<lower=0, upper=1> e r a t e ;
21 r ea l<lower=0, upper=2> e y s c a l e ;
22 r ea l<lower=0, upper=N> e s igma ;
23
24 // mixture parameter
25 rea l<lower=0, upper=1> lambda ;
26 }
27
28 model {
29 // p r i o r on lambda emphasiz ing even mix
30 lambda ˜ beta (1 , 1) ;
31
32 f o r ( i in 1 :N) {
33 r e a l b theta ;
34 r e a l e mu ;
35
36 r e a l b lp ;
37 r e a l e l p ;
38
39 b theta <− b min rate + exp ( b ra t e ∗ x [ i ] ) ∗ (1 − b min rate ) ;
40 b lp <− b e r n o u l l i l o g ( nove l [ i ] , b theta ) ;
41
42 e mu <− e y s c a l e ∗ pow(x [ i ] , e r a t e ) ;
43 e l p <− normal log (y [ i ] , e mu , e s igma ) ;
44
45 inc rement log prob ( log sum exp ( log ( lambda ) + b lp , log1m ( lambda ) + e l p ) ) ;
46 }
47 }
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A.5 Novelty within brainstorming run model
1
2 data {
3 int<lower=0> N; // number o f i n s t an c e s
4 int<lower=1, upper=100> order [N ] ; // order o f i n s t ance in bra instorming run
5 rea l<lower=0, upper=1> osco r e [N ] ; // o s co r e o f i n s t anc e at p o s i t i o n
6 }
7
8 parameters {
9 rea l<lower=1, upper=100> s p l i t ;
10
11 rea l<lower=0,upper=1> phi1 ;
12 rea l<lower=0.1> lambda1 ;
13 rea l<lower=0,upper=1> phi2 ;
14 rea l<lower=0.1> lambda2 ;
15
16 }
17
18 transformed parameters {
19 rea l<lower=0> alpha1 ;
20 rea l<lower=0> beta1 ;
21
22 rea l<lower=0> alpha2 ;
23 rea l<lower=0> beta2 ;
24
25 alpha1 <− lambda1 ∗ phi1 ;
26 beta1 <− lambda1 ∗ (1 − phi1 ) ;
27
28 alpha2 <− lambda2 ∗ phi2 ;
29 beta2 <− lambda2 ∗ (1 − phi2 ) ;
30 }
31
32 model {
33 r e a l mix [N ] ;
34
35 phi1 ˜ beta (1 , 1 ) ;
36 lambda1 ˜ pareto ( 0 . 1 , 1 . 5 ) ;
37 phi2 ˜ beta (1 , 1 ) ;
38 lambda2 ˜ pareto ( 0 . 1 , 1 . 5 ) ;
39
40 f o r ( i in 1 :N) {
41 i f ( order [ i ] <= s p l i t )
42 mix [ i ] <− order [ i ] / s p l i t ;
43 e l s e
44 mix [ i ] <− 1 ;
45
46 osco r e [ i ] ˜ beta ( (1 − mix [ i ] ) ∗ alpha1 + mix [ i ] ∗ alpha2 ,
47 (1 − mix [ i ] ) ∗ beta1 + mix [ i ] ∗ beta2 ) ;
48 }
49
50 }
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A.6 Idea generation time model
1
2 data {
3 i n t N;
4 i n t y [N ] ;
5 }
6
7 parameters {
8 rea l<lower=1> mu;
9 rea l<lower=1> sigma ;
10 }
11
12 model {
13 f o r ( i in 1 :N) {
14 y [ i ] ˜ lognormal (mu, sigma ) ;
15 }
16 }
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